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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Translation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ADR</td>
<td>Alternative Dispute Resolution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Banderos</td>
<td>Organized crime groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDC</td>
<td>U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDCS</td>
<td>Country Development Cooperation Strategy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPTED</td>
<td>Crime Prevention through Environmental Design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DARE</td>
<td>Drug Abuse Resistance Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DO</td>
<td>Development Objective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECD</td>
<td>Early Childhood Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDB</td>
<td>Inter-American Development Bank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IR</td>
<td>Intermediate Result</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAC</td>
<td>Latin America and the Caribbean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAPOP</td>
<td>Latin American Public Opinion Project</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LogFrame</td>
<td>Logical Framework</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-18</td>
<td>18th Street gang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mano dura</td>
<td>an “iron-fisted” law enforcement approach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS-13</td>
<td>Mara Salvatrucha gang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ni-ni</td>
<td>neither working nor attending school [ni trabaja, ni estudia]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OAS</td>
<td>Organization of American States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pandilleros</td>
<td>Youth gang members</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POP</td>
<td>Problem-Oriented Policing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIC</td>
<td>Regional system of standardized Indicators in peaceful coexistence and Citizen security</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SARA</td>
<td>Scan, Analyze, Respond, Assess</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SES</td>
<td>Regional System of Standardized Indicators for Citizen Security and Violence Prevention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transeros</td>
<td>Narcotics traffickers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNDP</td>
<td>United Nations Development Programme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNODC</td>
<td>United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
USAID U.S. Agency for International Development
USAID/OTI USAID/Office of Transition Initiatives
WHO World Health Organization
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

During the past decade, Latin America and the Caribbean (LAC) has become one of the most violent regions in the world. According to the United Nations Office of Drugs and Crime (UNODC) global study on homicides, six Latin American and Caribbean countries (Belize, Guatemala, Honduras, Jamaica, El Salvador, and Venezuela) are among the 10 most violent countries in the world. While the LAC region represents 8.5 percent of the global population, it accounts for an estimated 30 percent of the world’s homicides.1 In several countries, homicide rates have reached epidemic proportions. Citizen insecurity has become a key development issue and a matter of serious concern for citizens in the region.

The latest AmericasBarometer survey, a comparative survey funded through the Latin America Public Opinion Project (LAPOP) and covering 28 countries of North, South, and Central America and the Caribbean, shows that perceptions of insecurity and fear of crime among Latin American and Caribbean citizens have increased significantly during the past decade. In 2014, 61.2 percent of survey respondents said they either felt very or somewhat unsafe.2 Not surprisingly, for many Latin American and Caribbean citizens, crime and insecurity have become their number one problem, surpassing unemployment and the economy as the top concerns.3

This Field Guide is an effort to support USAID officers and other practitioners in the LAC region who are working on citizen security. The Guide provides a conceptual framework for understanding crime, violence, and prevention as part of broader citizen-security systems; evidence-based information about effective interventions to prevent crime and violence; and practical advice and tools on how to design, implement, measure, and evaluate crime and violence prevention and citizen security projects. The guide incorporates the research findings of academic and development practitioners in an analysis of crime and violence in the region.

Democracy and governance specialists often lead citizen security related programming, but cross-sectoral approaches are needed to address the multi-causal drivers of and risk factors for crime and violence. While citizen insecurity negatively affects development, deeply rooted development problems—such as poor workforce development, limited employment opportunities, underperforming schools, poor family planning, and inadequate access to and quality of public health services—also drive crime and violence.

After years of heavy-handed responses to crime and violence (known to many as the mano dura approach), many governments in Latin America and the Caribbean have come to recognize that a punitive and reactive law enforcement response to crime and violence is insufficient in reducing violent crime. Countries are beginning to incorporate a more comprehensive approach to citizen security that

---

3 The Latinobarómetro survey is conducted annually in 18 countries across the LAC region. See Latinobarómetro, 2015. Survey data available at: http://www.latinobarometro.org/latOnline.jsp
addresses the root factors of crime and violence. Prevention is part of a much more effective and sustainable approach that, incidentally, is less expensive than reacting to criminal activity and violence, particularly when factoring in the costs of incarceration.

USAID’s Latin America and the Caribbean Bureau produced this Field Guide by drawing extensively from examples from the LAC region. The guide is applicable to a wide range of contexts, however, and intended for use by stakeholders working on crime, violence, and citizen security issues around the world.

This Field Guide is organized into five sections:

- Section 1 provides background information on crime and violence prevention, including an overview of the key crime, violence, and citizen-security issues in the region as well as why citizen security is of concern to USAID.
- Section 2 describes the conceptual framework for crime and violence prevention and citizen security, including key concepts, definitions, and explanations of various conceptual approaches.
- Section 3 presents an analysis of predominant risk and protective factors, particularly those related to crime and violence in Latin America and the Caribbean.
- Section 4 provides an overview of the conceptual framework for mapping crime and violence prevention interventions.
- Section 5 introduces key aspects of each of the four phases of violence prevention and intervention: design, implementation, monitoring, and evaluation.

The annexes at the back of this guide provide a longer discussion regarding the state of crime and violence in several Latin American and Caribbean countries. The annexes include a matrix of crime and violence prevention interventions, additional information on sources of data on crime and violence, examples of municipal crime and violence prevention programs, and a list of standardized indicators from the Inter-American Development Bank for citizen security and crime prevention. The annexes also include a bibliography and a list of useful resources for crime and violence prevention.
INTRODUCTION

USAID’s Bureau for Latin America and the Caribbean (LAC) has long been at the forefront of addressing citizen security issues. In the 1980s, the LAC Bureau and its field missions developed some of USAID’s first judicial-reform programs. Today, citizen security related issues have become central to USAID’s work in many countries. Programs address a range of issues, from gang and drug trafficking related crime in LAC to violent extremism, community stabilization, and rule of law in post-conflict countries in the Middle East, South Asia, Eastern Europe, and Africa.

Citizen insecurity negatively affects development and at the same time is driven by underdevelopment. Poor workforce development, limited employment opportunities, underperforming schools, poor family planning, and a lack of adequate access to and quality of public health services all can contribute to crime and insecurity. Although democracy and governance specialists often lead citizen security related programming, cross-sectoral approaches are needed to address multi-causal drivers and risk factors for crime and violence.

After years of heavy-handed responses to crime and violence—known as the mano dura approach meaning iron fist in Spanish—many governments in Latin America and the Caribbean have recognized that a merely punitive and reactive law enforcement response to crime and violence is insufficient in reducing violent crime. A more comprehensive approach to citizen security must include prevention efforts that address the factors that lead to crime and violence in the first place. Crime and violence prevention is part of a much more effective and sustainable approach that is less expensive than reactive law enforcement and incarceration.

This Field Guide is intended to support USAID officers and other practitioners working on citizen security by providing a conceptual framework for understanding crime, violence, and prevention as part of broader citizen security systems; evidence based information about effective interventions to prevent crime and violence; and practical advice and tools on how to design, implement, measure, and evaluate projects that address crime and violence or citizen security.

USAID’s LAC Bureau produced this Field Guide, and the examples come primarily from the Latin America and the Caribbean region. However, the strategies and suggestions are applicable to a wide range of contexts and can be used by stakeholders working on crime, violence, and citizen-security issues across the world.

This Field Guide is organized into five sections:

- **Section 1** provides background information on crime and violence prevention, including an overview of the key crime and violence and citizen-security issues in the region and why USAID is interested in addressing citizen security.

- **Section 2** describes the conceptual framework for crime and violence prevention and citizen security, including key concepts, definitions, and explanations of various conceptual approaches.

- **Section 3** presents an analysis of predominant risk and protective factors, particularly those related to crime and violence in Latin America and the Caribbean.

- **Section 4** provides an overview of the conceptual framework for mapping crime and violence prevention interventions.

- **Section 5** introduces key aspects of each of the four phases of violence prevention and intervention programs: design, implementation, monitoring, and evaluation.
The annexes included in this guide provide a longer discussion regarding the state of crime and violence in several Latin American and Caribbean countries. The annexes include a matrix of crime and violence prevention interventions, additional information on sources of data on crime and violence, examples of municipal crime and violence prevention programs, and a list of standardized indicators for citizen security and crime prevention. The annexes also include a bibliography and a list of useful resources for crime and violence prevention.

- **Annex A** provides a longer discussion on the state of crime and violence in a handful of LAC countries.
- **Annex B** presents a matrix of crime and violence prevention interventions disaggregated by level of intervention and risk. The matrix also highlights those interventions for which there is evidence of effectiveness through rigorous evaluations.
- **Annex C** provides additional information on sources of crime and violence data.
- **Annex D** elaborates in greater detail the criteria that can be used to select a potential target area in program design.
- **Annex E** provides a list of examples of crime and violence prevention for municipalities.
- **Annex F** lists the standardized indicators for citizen security and crime prevention that have been elaborated by the Inter-American Development Bank (IDB).
- **Annex G** provides a list of references.
- **Annex H** provides a list of useful resources on crime and violence prevention.
- **Annex I** provides lessons learned from USAID/Office of Transition Initiatives Honduras Program.
1.1 OVERVIEW OF CRIME AND VIOLENCE IN LATIN AMERICA AND THE CARIBBEAN

Latin America and the Caribbean (LAC) is one of the most violent regions in the world. The LAC region represents 8.5 percent of the global population but accounts for an estimated 30 percent of the world’s homicides. Latin American and Caribbean citizens rank crime and violence as one of the most important problems, surpassing in some countries, unemployment and the economy as the top concerns. Similar to the region, fear of crime, and perceptions of insecurity, have significantly increased during the past decade. The latest AmericasBarometer survey shows that perceptions of insecurity and fear of crime among Latin American and Caribbean citizens have increased significantly during the past decade. In 2014, 61.2 percent of survey respondents said they either felt very or somewhat unsafe.

Although crime and violence take many forms—domestic violence, extortion, theft, kidnapping, drug trafficking, and homicides—it is the homicide rate that is attracting growing attention and concern among public officials, journalist, scholars, and development practitioners as homicide rates have reached epidemic proportions in several countries.

According to the United Nations Office of Drugs and Crime (UNODC) global study on homicides, in 2011, LAC’s homicide rate was 29 per 100,000 inhabitants, compared to 17 per 100,000 in Africa and 7 per 100,000 worldwide (see Figure 1). Putting these numbers in context, the World Health Organization (WHO) considers a homicide rate over 10 per 100,000 inhabitants a violence epidemic. Furthermore, seven of the region’s 10 countries and 42 of the 50 cities with the world’s highest homicide rates are in LAC. It also is the only region in the world that witnessed an increase in lethal violence between 2000 and 2010. Homicide rates in most regions of the world have fallen by as much as 50 percent, but in LAC they increased by 12 percent.

These aggregated figures hide significant differences both within the region and within individual countries. Although violence has increased in Central America, for instance, South America has experienced a decrease in violence over the past 15 years. In 2012, the homicide rates in Central America ranged from 90 per 100,000 in Honduras to 8.5 per 100,000 in Costa Rica. In 2015, the homicide rate in El Salvador reached 97 per 100,000, making it the deadliest country in the world. (For a more detailed discussion, see Annex A.)

---

Victimization rates are very high and contribute to the perception of insecurity. According to the AmericasBarometer most recent regional survey, in 2014 the victimization rate, or percentage of people who have been a victim of a crime in the last 12 months, was 16.8 in LAC and 28.8 in Central America. High victimization rates contribute to the high percentage of people who perceive their environment to be unsafe. In this survey, 62.1 percent of respondents said they felt either very or somewhat unsafe. Perceptions of insecurity and fear of crime in Central America are an important determinant of Central Americans' migration intentions.

The rise of drug trafficking and transnational criminal organizations has changed the equation for crime and violence prevention. The rise in crime and violence in LAC is in part the result of an increase in the international drug trade and changes in the control of trade routes. While the relationship between criminal gangs and drug trafficking organizations is complex, in Mexico and Central America, drug trafficking is the single most influential contributing factor to violence. Much of this violence stems from issues related to the transport of cocaine from producer nations in LAC to the consumer market in the United States. The drug trade contributes to the widespread availability of firearms, generates violence within and between drug cartels, and spurs further lawlessness by undermining criminal justice institutions. Controlling for other factors, areas with intense levels of drug trafficking have homicide rates 65 percent higher than other areas in the same Central American country.

Gangs have become a major source of violence in many countries. Estimates of the number of gang members in Central America range widely, from 10,000 to 300,000. Perhaps the most widely accepted number is the estimate provided by the UNODC, which estimated that there were roughly 9 Zechmeister, 2014. “The Political Culture of Democracy in the Americas, 2014,” p. 15-31.
54,000 gang members in 2012. Gangs are particularly prevalent in Guatemala, Honduras, and El Salvador, where rival gangs Mara Salvatrucha (MS-13) and the 18th Street gang (M-18) operate. The majority of active gang members are young and male. Estimates of the total proportion of contemporary regional violence attributable to gangs vary widely. Some experts estimate that gangs are responsible for roughly 10 percent of crime, but others blame gangs for as much as 60 percent, including mugging, theft, intimidation, rape, assault, murder, and drug dealing.

Although gangs are widely perceived as primary drivers of crime and violence in the region, ascertaining the role of gangs is extremely difficult. Although gangs are widely perceived to be drivers of homicides, a study in El Salvador from 2003 to 2006, for example, found that gangs were responsible for only 13.5 percent of the total number of homicides. Similarly, 2006 police records in Guatemala attributed just 14 percent of homicides to gangs.

Reliable data related to the role of gangs in the narcotics trade are virtually nonexistent, but gangs are assumed to have become increasingly involved over the past decade in trafficking and dealing illegal drugs. Gangs are believed to be involved in small-scale street drugs sales, but not in the large-scale movement of drugs, although some experts suggest that the leaders of local drug organizations are often former gang members. Findings in a few studies also suggest that drug trafficking has made gangs more violent. As a result of concerns about the growing involvement of the MS-13 in illicit activities in the United States, the U.S. Treasury Department designated the MS-13 as a major transnational criminal organization in October 2012.

Criminal data, and homicide data in particular, are incomplete in most of the region. While most people suspect that either drug trafficking organizations or gangs are responsible for the majority of homicides, incomplete police records make it impossible to draw such conclusions. In Guatemala, Honduras, and El Salvador—the three most violent countries in Central America—police records list “unknown” as the motivation behind the majority of homicides. A preliminary study of 2012–2014 police records in Guatemala reports that police officers listed the motivation behind 60-70 percent of homicide cases to be either unknown or personal revenge. It is estimated that around 30 percent of homicides

---


13. For more information on recruitment of children into gangs see United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime, “Global Study on Homicide, 2014,” p. 100. In Central America, children as young as 6 or 8 years old may be recruited into gangs. Many do not finish middle school, putting them in the “ni-ni” category of those who neither work nor attend school and are thus at risk of perpetuating and being victims of crime and violence. According to the World Bank, in 2014, 12 percent of young males and 28 percent of young females (ages 15-24) did not work or study in the Latin America and Caribbean Region. See Mercados de Trabajo, Estado de la Juventud (Ninis). http://www.bancomundial.org/es/topic/poverty/lac-equity-lab/labor-markets/youth-outcomes


15. Ibid.


in the Americas are related to organized crime or the activities of criminal gangs, compared to less than 1 percent in Asia, Oceania, and Europe.footnote[18]

Available data show that the LAC region has high incidences of other forms of violence (beyond homicides). Homicide is often used as a proxy for violent crime because the data for homicides tend to be more complete and more reliable than for other types of crimes. It is important to note, however, that many LAC countries also have high rates of robbery, rape, extortion, and kidnapping. Data from El Salvador, one of the few Central American countries with reliable extortion data, show that extortion accounted for 9.8 percent of all crimes in 2012, while homicides accounted for another 8.6 percent.footnote[19] In a cross-country comparison of domestic violence undertaken by the WHO, LAC countries reported the highest percentages of women who had been a victim of physical or sexual violence.footnote[20]

Lethal violence disproportionately affects young males in Latin America and the Caribbean. The homicide rate among young people is more than double the rate of the general population, approximately 70 per 100,000 youth.footnote[21] From 1996 to 2009, 35 percent of all victims of homicide in LAC were between 10 and 25 years of age.footnote[22] In Honduras in 2014, 91 percent of homicide victims were male and 29 percent were between 15 and 24 years of age.footnote[23] However, even though the great majority of victims and perpetrators of homicides are males, approximately one in 10 homicide victims is a female. In addition, the rate of femicide—defined as the killing of a woman by a man because she is female—has increased in several LAC countries.footnote[24]

Firearms play a pivotal role in the lethality of violence in Latin America and the Caribbean. According to the Organization of American States (OAS) Report on Citizen Security in the Americas 2012, 78 percent of homicides in Central America and 83 percent in South America are committed with firearms. South America, the Caribbean, and Central America also rank highest globally among sub-regions in terms of percentage of homicides committed by firearms (see Figure 2).

---


footnote[21] Definitions of youth vary across international institutions and countries; the United Nations defines youth as persons between the ages of 15 and 24 years old.


Violence against women is both “organized,” as in cases of human trafficking and/or sexual exploitation, and “disorganized,” as in domestic violence. Although many Latin American and Caribbean countries have passed laws against domestic violence, most cases go unreported due to victims’ fear of retribution by the perpetrator and/or distrust of the police. In some LAC countries, domestic violence is generally accepted; opinion surveys demonstrate that people feel the use of physical violence against women and children is often justified. In a 2014 Latin American Public Opinion Project (LAPOP) study on the political culture of democracy in Guatemala and in the Americas, 24.5 percent of women reported physical violence by male partners, 54 percent of men expressed favorable attitudes about the use of physical violence toward their wives for not keeping the house well, and 58 percent of men have a positive view of physical violence toward their wives for disloyalty—the highest number anywhere in Latin America and the Caribbean. Similar percentages of women in the region also believe that men have the right to use physical violence against them for disloyalty.25

Crime and violence are concentrated in a small number of high-risk places, at high-risk times, and are generated by a small number of high-risk individuals.26 Even in the most violent countries (Guatemala, Honduras, and El Salvador), crime is not distributed evenly. Crime tends to be concentrated in particular neighborhoods, often referred to as “hotspots.” In addition, a very small number of individuals commit the majority of homicides.27 There is growing consensus among citizen

---

27 There is still insufficient research about the concentration of crime levels in the LAC region. Although it is likely that criminal dynamics follow similar paths, the evidence thus far is still anecdotal.
security and crime prevention analysts that understanding the criminal dynamics at the neighborhood level is essential for combatting and preventing crime.28

The weakness of justice institutions leads to a high rate of impunity. One of the most serious problems in many Latin American and Caribbean countries is the fact that most crimes are uninvestigated and most criminals remain unprosecuted. In Guatemala, Honduras, and El Salvador, for example, impunity for violent crime is estimated at 95 percent.29

Citizens often do not report crime because they have little confidence in the justice system. Public opinion surveys show that trust in the courts and justice system has dropped to its lowest level over the past decade. In the 2014 LAPOP AmericasBarometer survey, for instance, the majority of citizens reported that they did not trust the judicial system to punish those guilty of crimes. Moreover, citizens in many Latin American and Caribbean countries regard the police as highly corrupt and involved in criminal activity.30 A 2010 AmericasBarometer survey found that more than 60 percent of survey respondents in Argentina, Bolivia, Guatemala, and Venezuela believed local police forces were involved in crime.31

Police and judicial reform is urgently needed both to reduce impunity and to address deeper issues involving justice, corruption, and human rights abuses. Addressing impunity may be particularly valuable in reducing economically motivated crime.

1.2 WHY IS USAID CONCERNED ABOUT CITIZEN SECURITY, CRIME, AND VIOLENCE?

The right to life, liberty, and security of person is a basic human right recognized by the United Nations 1948 Declaration of Human Rights. The spread of crime and violence in the LAC region undermines these rights and challenges one of the state’s most essential responsibilities: namely, to protect its citizens. A lack of basic citizen security undermines economic development and erodes the legitimacy of weakly rooted democratic institutions.

U.S. foreign policy and USAID have a mission to protect human rights and promote democratic governance. The U.S. development strategy seeks to strengthen democratic political systems and broad-based economic growth in the Americas. Serious insecurity undermines actors at many levels of government and contributes to doubts about the validity of the democratic model.

In an environment of insecurity, it can be tempting to support a return to authoritarian rule—even military rule—with little regard for protecting civil rights. A rigorous study of survey research in several LAC countries demonstrated that victimization and high perception of violence have a negative impact on democratic support.32 In a public opinion poll of citizens in the six countries in Central America,

more than half of adults (53 percent) said that a military coup would be justified if crime levels are high. These percentages have increased in recent years in Guatemala, Honduras, and Nicaragua.\(^\text{33}\)

The lack of proper security puts the past decade's achievements in health, education, economic development, and environmental protection at risk. Moreover, larger investments in law enforcement and crime and violence prevention are needed when insecurity is high, draining resources from other development priorities.

In societies with high levels of insecurity, citizens tend to support harsh, potentially repressive measures to address criminal violence. An opinion poll shows that a large number of Latin Americans support tough laws and hardline enforcement approaches (mano dura) to combat crime and violence.\(^\text{34}\) In areas where the police force is weak and not professionalized, the military has been engaged to fight crime. This punitive hardline approach has led to human rights violations in several countries. It also has been shown to be ineffective in reducing crime rates. On the contrary, between 2000 and 2005 in Guatemala, Honduras, and El Salvador, the use of mano dura approaches against criminal gangs actually intensified the levels of violence.\(^\text{35}\)

In addition to promoting regional stability and security, reducing transnational organized crime is firmly in the national interest of the United States. The rapid rise in lawlessness and violence in recent years is resulting from illegal drug trafficking and related transnational crimes, including arms trafficking, human trafficking, money laundering, and migrant smuggling as the destination for many of the drugs and other criminal activity is the United States. Furthermore, border crossings by undocumented individuals—with or without the help of smugglers—puts migrants at extreme risk and exacerbates the problems the United States faces in trying to enforce its immigration laws.

Furthermore, countries that are unable to address crime and violence become poor candidates for domestic and foreign investment, which hurts their potential for economic growth and job creation and may in fact undermine economic stability.


\(^{34}\) José Miguel Cruz, 2008, “The impact of violent crime on the political culture of Latin America: The special case of Central America,” in Mitchell A. Seligson, ed., Challenges to Democracy in Latin America and the Caribbean: Evidence from the AmericasBarometer 2006-07, Nashville: Vanderbilt University, p. 222.

PART 2: CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK FOR ANALYZING CRIME AND VIOLENCE

2.1 DEFINITIONS

CITIZEN SECURITY

*Citizen security* is defined as “the right of citizens to live free from all forms of violence and crime in times of peace.”36 In Latin America and the Caribbean, the concept of citizen security first gained prominence during the 1990s, when LAC countries were transitioning to and consolidating democracy.

The term exists within the broader frameworks of human development and human security, but *citizen security* has a more narrow definition. Whereas human security focuses on a broad range of threats—including public health threats, natural disasters, food insecurity, political violence, and others—*citizen security* focuses primarily on freedom from crime and violence.

Citizen security is embedded within a democratic framework. It is thus different from *public security*, which usually refers exclusively to law and order and can function outside of a democratic environment. Authoritarian states often emphasize order and law enforcement, but they refuse to accept limits on the state’s actions.

The operating principle underlying citizen security is the rule of law—the norms and customs that regulate both private and state behaviors to achieve what might be called “social harmony,” which is more than just the absence of violence. In that sense, citizen security is a positive condition in both the public and private realms. It incorporates social justice. It also contributes to development by establishing and protecting peace and stability.

Citizen security is based on rights and should proceed from the notion that the rights of citizens to life and property are protected by a state and institutions that legitimately exercise governance authority, not by unchecked or arbitrary power. This approach is endorsed by the OAS and the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights and is commonly used throughout the region.37

Citizen security entails a broad range of goals beyond reducing rates of crime and violence. It encompasses accessible, responsive, and effective justice services that includes effective prosecution, incarceration, and rehabilitation of offenders; the rule of law; tolerance; and social cohesion.

The definition of citizen security used in this document follows the definition provided by the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) in its landmark report on citizen security in the Americas in 201338 and is similar to those of the other major donors working in the region. In its 2011 World Development Report, for example, the World Bank defined citizen security as “freedom from physical

---


violence and freedom from the fear of violence. Applied to the lives of all members of a society (whether nationals of the country or otherwise), it encompasses security at home, in the workplace, and in political, social, and economic interactions with the state and other members of society.”

CRIME AND VIOLENCE

The terms *crime* and *violence* are sometimes used interchangeably, but they describe different concepts. *Crime* refers to any action that violates criminal law and may or may not involve violence. White-collar crime, for instance, is typically not violent. Other crimes, such as extortion, may not be violent but may include the threat of violence. The definition of *violence* is intensely debated. This Field Guide uses the definition developed by the WHO, which defines violence as “the intentional use of physical force or power, threatened or actual, against oneself, another person, or against a group or community that either results in or has a high likelihood of resulting in injury, death, psychological harm, maldevelopment or deprivation.”

Not all violence is considered a crime. For instance, many Latin American and Caribbean countries do not have laws against domestic violence. Further, violence can take place at different societal levels and in different contexts: family, school, neighborhood, community, or society at large. Violence also takes many forms. It can be spontaneous, such as a street fight, or planned, as an assassination. Violence can involve just one individual, consist of a conflict between two people, or involve a large group of people, such as a conflict among gangs. Violence sometimes is related to the pursuit of another illegal activity, such as drug trafficking, but it may also be the result of the politicization of a social grievance, as in a violent social conflict. Violence may be repeated frequently (as in domestic violence) or a unique event. It may occur over a long period of time or be over in an instant. Finally, violence may occur between family members, friends, neighbors, or other individuals who know each other, or it may be highly impersonal, between strangers who are completely unknown to one another.

VICTIMIZATION AND FEAR OF CRIME

Studies on drivers of crime and violence tend to focus more on would-be perpetrators and less on victims. Yet, attention to victims of crime and violence should be an integral part of the discussion on citizen security and on approaches to prevent crime and violence. In countries with high rates of violence, a higher number of residents are victims of interpersonal or collective violence. Violence not only leaves deep physical and psychological scars, there is also increased risk that victims will become perpetrators of violence in the future. Studies have demonstrated that trauma from being exposed to violence is a risk factor for criminal and violent behavior. Many violent offenders have been victims of violence, often of violence that occurred at home. Victims of domestic violence at home are more likely


to perpetrate violence and become criminal offenders in the future. Chronic violence tends to desensitize individuals to the effects and consequences of violence, creating a “gray zone” where the distinction between victim and perpetrator is blurred.

Youth and women are disproportionately affected by crime and violence. In Latin America and the Caribbean, youth violence is reaching epidemic proportions; youth are not only the main perpetrators but are also the victims of violence. A study by the Pan American Health Organization concluded that violence against women and children is a public health issue. Domestic violence is of particular concern. In that study, 52.3 percent of women in Bolivia, 38.6 percent in Colombia, 24.5 percent in Guatemala, and 24.2 in El Salvador reported having been victims of domestic violence.

In countries with high levels of crime and violence, the fear of crime often outweighs the risk of victimization. Perceptions of high levels of crime and violence may be fueled by sensationalized media coverage of highly violent incidents. Perceptions of insecurity change a person’s behaviors and choices. For instance, citizens may avoid walking on the street at night or taking public transportation. Perceptions of insecurity may also affect what jobs a person is willing to accept or which school a parent will send his or her children to. Perceptions of insecurity also negatively affect citizens’ confidence in and satisfaction with the government and make a person less likely to trust neighbors or engage in civic participation.

In Central America, the most violent region of LAC, a survey conducted by the LAPOP shows that 14.4 percent of respondents in El Salvador reported having been victimized by crime, but 42.5 percent felt unsafe. In Honduras, these percentages were 18.9 and 23.2 percent respectively, and in Guatemala 20.8 and 31.5 percent.

CRIME AND VIOLENCE PREVENTION

There is little consensus regarding how to define violence and crime prevention or on the most appropriate indicators to measure and evaluate the progress of prevention efforts. Crime and violence prevention is often confused with crime reduction or suppression, with evaluation focused, for example, on the reduction in the number of homicides in a particular community. At the other extreme, crime

and violence prevention is also confused with general development goals such as poverty reduction, provision of public services, food security, and job creation. As such, crime and violence prevention can become a ubiquitous term that can become difficult to measure, much less to evaluate. A more appropriate framework is to place crime and violence prevention between the narrower conception of law enforcement and criminal justice perspectives and the wider definition of a general governance problem.

There is general consensus among scholars, psychologists, criminologists, and development practitioners that criminal and violent behavior is caused by a multiplicity of factors, ranging from individual psychological characteristics to broader social and environmental conditions. Crime and violence prevention efforts therefore require a multidisciplinary approach that actively engages a wide variety of actors and agencies beyond law enforcement and the criminal justice system.

Crime and violence prevention consists of actions and interventions that seek to decrease or eliminate underlying risk factors that lead to violent and/or criminal behavior. Prevention also entails reinforcing the protective factors, such as community or religious networks and family structures that increase a community’s resilience as it relates to crime and violence. In conclusion, crime and violence prevention programming can only be effective if it engages both formal structures, law enforcement and the criminal justice system, and informal structures, family and the community.

2.2 CONCEPTUAL APPROACHES FOR ADDRESSING CRIME AND VIOLENCE PREVENTION

As mentioned, crime and violence can take many forms. Therefore, analysis can use many different perspectives, depending on the type of crime or violence and the causal factors. As a result, the approach used to understand crime and violence has critical implications for the articulation of the public policy that is implemented to address and resolve the problem.

PREVENTION THROUGH LAW ENFORCEMENT

If crime and violence are understood primarily as a law enforcement problem, the public policy approach will tend to focus on the use of repressive measures to control and contain the problem. The implementation will rely predominantly on the criminal justice system. The principle behind this approach is that, regardless of its causes, criminal and violent behavior need to be punished and that repression works as an effective deterrent of future criminal or violent behavior. Therefore, law enforcement serves an important preventive role.

Policies that use law enforcement as a prevention strategy generally aim to increase the rate of arrests and convictions and to impose longer and harsher sentences on convicts in order to make crime or violence appear riskier to a potential perpetrator. This hardline approach—known in LAC as mano dura (“iron-fist” in English)—is one of the best-known and most widely endorsed by government officials attempting to demonstrate swift and rapid responses to escalating rates of crime and violence. The mano dura approach was first articulated by President Francisco Flores of El Salvador in 2003. Other countries followed suit with different variants of the same approach.49 Although popular in LAC, on its own, a hardline law enforcement approach is insufficient in solving a violence epidemic. Troublingly, mano dura has led to allegations of human rights violations and in many cases has further eroded confidence and trust in the justice system.

Problem-Oriented Policing

Problem-oriented policing (POP) deals with clusters of similar incidents, such as crime or disorder, a solution based on the idea that effective crime prevention is linked to the ability of the police to identify patterns so they can deal with the underlying causes. The interventions that fall into this category can be divided into two groups: (1) focus on place and (2) focus on type of crime (Goldstein, H. 1990).

POP methodology comprises four stages, known by the acronym SARA: (1) scan, in which users gather information about the incidents; (2) analyze the information to hypothesize about causes; (3) respond, or do police work to tackle the causes that have been identified; and (4) assess, monitor and evaluate intervention results. According to an evaluation of crime prevention interventions, POP methodologies are most effective in places dealing with concrete issues such as alcohol, firearms, or prostitution (Sherman, L., D.P. Farrington, B.C. Welsh, and D.L. MacKenzie, eds. 2002).

Public Health Methodology

The public health methodology to violence prevention, also called an epidemiological approach, focuses on the health of the entire population and uses a systematic, scientific method that is based on evidence for understanding, preventing, and treating violence and crime. This approach considers violence and crime as a contagious disease that, if left untreated, spreads like any other disease. Analysis using this methodology begins by answering questions such as: Where does the violence problem begin? How could the initial violence have been prevented? Who is at risk of “contracting” the violence? How can it be kept from spreading further? To answer such questions, practitioners collect data that are then used to further define the problem and identify the main risk and protective factors. Then, they develop and implement strategies based on their data analysis. Evaluation is used to test the effectiveness of the strategies used. Finally, if strategies are found to be effective, they are disseminated and implemented more broadly (Mercy, 1993; World Health Organization, 2004).

In the LAC region, one of the most serious limitations of the law enforcement approach is the weakness of the justice system, particularly the criminal justice system. Police officers and prosecutors are perceived to be corrupt; judges are perceived to be inefficient, ill-trained, and underpaid. In many cases, judges have links to corrupt officials and drug traffickers. That said, law enforcement measures and an effective judicial system are necessary for combating crime and violence. Criminals need to be caught, prosecuted, and sentenced. The high rate of impunity that currently exists in Central American countries needs to be reduced. The challenge is finding the right balance between law enforcement measures that focus on punishing criminal and violent behavior and preventive measures that focus on addressing the root causes of crime and violence.

USAID and the rest of the international donor community have responded by supporting law enforcement and justice system reforms, especially those which provide training and technical assistance to police officers, prosecutors, public defenders, and judges, and support transitions from inquisitorial to adversarial criminal justice systems.

SOCIAL, COMMUNITY, AND INDIVIDUAL PREVENTION APPROACH

If crime and violence are understood to be an expression of deep-rooted social and economic problems such as social inequality, unemployment, lack of opportunities, family dysfunction, the erosion of social...
controls, drug and alcohol abuse, and other societal factors, then the policy approach will focus on prevention by addressing the specific problem faced. The related interventions depend on the nature of the crime and violence affecting the particular community or society, the understanding of the drivers of violence and crime, and the population considered to be most at risk. The interventions can take the form of all-encompassing social programs, such as improving access to and quality of public services; programs that target a specific causal factor, such as promoting alternative dispute resolution mechanisms to solve social conflicts before they escalate to violence; or targeted interventions, such as providing remedial education classes for individuals who dropped out of school or offering drug rehabilitation services to individuals considered most at risk for criminal or violent behavior. These prevention approaches also require functioning law enforcement and justice systems that can adequately investigate, prosecute and sanction criminal and violent behavior, which, as mentioned before, is a serious limitation in the LAC region.

**SITUATIONAL PREVENTION APPROACH**

Finally, crime and violence can be understood as a product of opportunistic conditions rather than a result of entrenched social or economic problems. This situational approach considers the physical and/or environmental characteristics of a particular place where crime or violence occurs.

In this perspective, crime and violence result from calculated, rational decisions in which the benefits outweigh the risks. One expert explains, “The commission of a crime requires not merely the existence of a motivated offender, but, as every detective story reader knows, it also requires the opportunity for crime.”\(^5^2\) The programmatic approaches that derive from this perspective entail the management and/or manipulation of the immediate environment to make crime more difficult and unattractive and to increase the risks of being caught. Examples include installing surveillance cameras in public places, cleaning and restoring public parks, improving street lighting, and controlling alcohol at festivals and events.

**Crime Prevention through Environmental Design (CPTED)**

Crime Prevention through Environmental Design (CPTED) is based on the principle that the environment plays a key role in crime. CPTED recommends modifying the physical environment and incorporating preventive features in urban design and housing to decrease opportunities for crime and increase the likelihood of catching offenders. CPTED methodology is still evolving and today’s second-generation methodology has five fundamental tenets:

1. **Natural control of access points**: The opportunity for crime is reduced by limiting the number of access points to a public space.
2. **Natural surveillance**: The design of windows in residential buildings and the lighting and design of public spaces should enhance residents’ ability to observe what is happening around them.
3. **Maintenance**: Well-maintained public spaces are shown to attract fewer criminals.
4. **Territorial reinforcement**: The feelings of attachment that residents have for their neighborhood can be harnessed to inspire them to look after it.
5. **Community involvement**: Environmental interventions need to be grounded in the community to activate social control mechanisms.

(Inter-American Development Bank, 2012; Alvarado and Abizanda, 2010)

Law enforcement and situational and social prevention approaches are not mutually exclusive; on the contrary, they should be used in tandem to address crime and violence. While law enforcement focuses
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on short-term repressive measures, social prevention is a long-term approach that addresses the root causes, not just the symptoms, of crime and violence. Situational prevention reduces opportunities for crime by improving the physical and environmental conditions of public places.

2.3 PREVENTION APPROACHES UTILIZED IN LAC

In Latin America and the Caribbean, USAID has been a strong supporter of investing in situational and social prevention to contain and control crime and violence. In Guatemala and El Salvador, for example, USAID has taken an active role in drafting national prevention policies and strategic plans and has encouraged governments to invest resources in prevention programs at both the local and national levels. In part, the focus on prevention counters the natural proclivity of some governments in the region to resort to costly repressive measures that are not sustainable in the long term. But the emphasis on prevention also is consistent with a longer-term commitment to promoting development and democracy. Therefore, addressing the main drivers of crime and violence is not only necessary to contain the violence epidemic, but also to establish the conditions for sustainable development and improved governance.
Designing effective crime and violence prevention strategies requires first and foremost an understanding of the drivers that lead individuals to engage in criminal or violent behavior. These factors range from broad historical and cultural factors to individual psychosocial conditions. It is also important to note that most people are not violent; violence usually is concentrated in a few so-called “hot spots” and is perpetrated by a small percentage of individuals, which reinforces the importance of targeted interventions.

There is extensive literature regarding the main drivers of crime and violence in the Latin American and Caribbean region. The most comprehensive and widely used methodology for summarizing the discussion is to use the social-ecological classification of the public health methodology to classify the key risk factors. This helps to identify who is most at risk of being a victim or perpetrator of crime, as well as to highlight the multiple factors associated with crime and violence.

3.1 RISK FACTORS

The public health methodology utilizes the social-ecological model, which analyzes a variety of interrelated risk factors at the individual, relationship, community, and societal levels (see Figure 3). The more risk factors present and the more levels involved, the greater one’s propensity is for engaging in crime and violence. An analysis of existing risk factors can help program managers to target and prioritize those individuals and communities that are most at risk of crime and violence.

Within this framework, there is no causal relationship between these risk factors and outcomes: risk factors neither cause violence nor make it inevitable. Rather, the risk factors influence the likelihood that individuals and communities will be involved with crime and/or violence. It is also important to note that specific risk factors are not predictive of an individual’s involvement in crime or violence. Instead, it is the presence of multiple risk factors, especially when those risk factors fall across multiple levels, that is most associated with crime and violence.

The relative weight or importance of individual risk factors—or specific combinations of risk factors—varies depending on the context. The lack of parental supervision because parents have emigrated, for example, may be a more relevant risk factor in Central America than in countries in other regions, while multigenerational involvement in armed conflict may be more common elsewhere.
LEVELS OF INTERVENTION
The public health methodology to crime and violence prevention suggests different levels of interventions based on the number of individuals targeted for intervention and those individuals’ risk factors. Violence prevention may be understood using the health impact pyramid developed by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention Director, Thomas R. Frieden, to analyze public health actions. This model, shown in Figure 4, analyzes the spread of disease by looking at broader social and economic factors beyond the health infrastructure. Moving down in the pyramid, interventions are designed to affect increasingly smaller numbers of individuals and the effects of the interventions are more narrowly defined, as they are designed for a select subset of individuals through counseling, training, rehabilitation, and education.
Figure 4: Applying Public Health Methodology to Violence Prevention: Primary, Secondary, and Tertiary Prevention

Primary

Directed toward the general population and addressing general socioeconomic risk factors leading to crime and violence, such as citizens’ lack of trust in institutions, the erosion of social fabric, and a high tolerance for crime and

Secondary

Targeted to individuals considered at risk of criminal or violent behavior, such as victims of domestic violence, members of dysfunctional families, school dropouts, drug addicts and alcoholics, unemployed individuals living in communities with gang presence, etc.

Tertiary

Targeted to individuals who have already engaged in criminal or violent behavior to provide intervention and support to avoid recidivism.

Source: Democracy International; Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.

- **Primary prevention** targets the entire population and seeks to prevent violence before it occurs. It may include, for example, public education campaigns aimed at changing societal norms that tolerate violence.

- **Secondary prevention** focuses on individuals or groups with several risk factors for becoming victims of perpetrators of crime and violence. These prevention efforts may focus on unemployed youth who have dropped out of school, for instance. Secondary interventions reach fewer individuals in a more targeted manner than primary prevention does. Secondary prevention requires identifying the population(s) at risk and targeting interventions to those segments of the population. One tool that has been used to this end in LAC is the Youth Service Eligibility Tool, adopted from the experience of addressing gang violence in Los Angeles, which uses survey information to identify at-risk youth and target interventions more strategically to these individuals. Other mechanisms include identifying students who are failing or are frequently absent from school to receive specialized attention within the educational environment. Individuals who abuse drugs or alcohol are another common target audience.
Examples of secondary prevention interventions include programs for youth leadership, remedial education, drug and alcohol rehabilitation, skills training, anger management, and behavioral change media.

- **Tertiary prevention** is targeted to those individuals who have already engaged in criminal or violent behavior and may also include victims of violence. The purpose of tertiary prevention interventions is to prevent individuals from reoffending or being re-victimized and to reduce recidivism by rehabilitating those who have been prosecuted and incarcerated. Tertiary prevention reaches fewer people than either primary or secondary prevention and requires the most specialized rehabilitation and therapeutic services. Possible approaches include individual cognitive behavioral therapy, life skills training, and independent income generation strategies.

Although some of the approaches of secondary and tertiary prevention strategies are the same, individuals who qualify for secondary prevention should not be treated alongside those who are eligible to tertiary prevention. Just as in the public health sector, citizens can be “inoculated” against the spread of an epidemic, but once an epidemic breaks out, vulnerable and at-risk populations need to be identified and targeted for treatment. Ill patients, on the other hand, need to be cured so they do not contaminate others and can return safely to society.

**RISK FACTORS AT THE SOCIETAL LEVEL**

At the outermost level of the social-ecological model, societal risk factors that influence violence and crime include those that create an acceptable climate for violence, reduce inhibitions against violence, and create or sustain gaps between different segments of society or tensions between different groups or countries. These factors include a culture of violence, income inequality, urbanization, drug trafficking and organized crime, and a weak or ineffective criminal justice system.

**Culture of violence.** Many Latin American and Caribbean countries have a *culture of violence*, which can be defined as a system of social norms, values, and attitudes that legitimizes the use of violence to solve interpersonal conflicts. Examples include cultural norms that support the physical discipline of children, violence against women, and a husband’s right to control his wife through any means. A culture of violence may also include economic and social policies that create or sustain gaps and tensions among groups of people, weak laws and policies related to violence, war and militarism, and institutional violence.

These norms exist in various societal institutions, including schools and the home, which are the primary sources of socialization. As discussed above, in many LAC countries, a large percentage of citizens justify the use of physical violence to manage children and wives. For instance, a recent LAPOP survey across 16 LAC countries found that roughly one of four individuals approves of or understands a man hitting his wife if she neglects household chores.

**Income inequality.** Although no causal relationship has been identified between poverty and violence, income inequality has been shown to lead to higher rates of crime and violence, most likely due to the fact that it is more difficult for “have nothings” to live with vast income disparities than in an
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environment of absolute poverty, where everyone has the same level of deprivation. In Latin America and the Caribbean, this relative deprivation is correlated with higher homicide rates. In particular, at-risk youth from poor households within unequal societies have a higher likelihood of engaging in criminal and violent behavior. According to the UNODC, countries with high levels of poverty and income inequality are afflicted by homicide rates almost four times higher than more equal societies. Put more simply, poor countries with high levels of income inequality are more likely to also have high levels of violent crime.

**Rapid and uncontrolled urbanization.** A study of the patterns of victimization in LAC found that cities with rapid population growth had higher levels of violence than areas with more moderate growth. Researchers concluded that this was a result of disorganization and poor urban planning. Research carried out in El Salvador, for example, showed that gangs grow in areas with urban crowding; a lack of public recreational facilities (particularly for young people); and inadequate basic services. Residential crowding may drive children and teens from homes into the streets, which then becomes the main source of socialization. This often results in the development of gangs. Deteriorating public spaces also may be associated with gang presence and victimization. Studies show that there are fewer gangs in communities with sports fields, community centers, and parks, than in others.

**Drug trafficking and organized crime.** The smuggling, sale, and consumption of drugs have all increased in recent years. Drugs and violence are linked in three main ways: (1) the altered state generated by drug use can produce a loss of control and violent behavior; (2) drug abuse generates physical and psychological dependence, which often leads to criminal involvement as a way of supporting an addiction; and (3) gang members participate in drug networks and organized crime. “Drug hotspots,” where the sale or transit of narcotics is high, have murder rates that are 111 percent higher than elsewhere.

Although gangs and drugs are intricately linked in the minds of Central American law enforcement personnel, government officials, and the public, closer examination reveals a vastly more complex picture. According to the UNODC, there exist three different drug-involved groups in El Salvador: youth gang members (pandilleros); organized crime groups (banderos); and narcotics traffickers (transeros). Some experts indicate that gangs serve as a local security apparatus for Mexican and Colombian cartels or as small-time informal street vendors, but they do not appear to be involved in
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wholesaling or the large-scale movement of drugs. Others emphasize that many of the leaders of local
drug organizations are ex-gang members.63

Research also suggests that involvement in drug trafficking has made gangs more violent in the last
decade.64 The UNODC estimates that more than 25 percent of homicides in the Americas are related
to organized crime and gang activity, compared to just five percent of homicides in the Asian and
European countries for which data are available.65 Although the complex relationship between gangs and
drugs is not fully understood, it is clear that areas where there is a high volume of illegal drug trafficking
and use and little presence of law enforcement or state entities—the so-called “ungoverned spaces”—
are at significantly higher risk of crime and violence.

**Weak or ineffective criminal justice systems.** In the LAC region, as discussed above, most crime
goes unpunished, resulting in high levels of impunity and low levels of trust in the police. In Honduras,
for example, according to a study conducted by the Alianza por la Paz y la Justicia (APJ), the rate of
impunity between 2013-2013 reached 96 percent.66 Similarly in Guatemala, between 96 to 98 percent of
murders went unpunished in 2007, according to official statistics. 67 And in El Salvador, a recent
investigation concluded that 85 percent of murders remained unpunished.68 Yet, a large number of
individuals are still being incarcerated, often for smaller crimes. Due to limited investments in the
expansion and modernization of the prison infrastructure, high levels of incarceration have led to a
problem of overcrowding. Experts say that roughly 60 percent of the prisons in the LAC region are
overcrowded.69 Prison overcrowding is not only a humanitarian problem, but also a roadblock to the
potential rehabilitative power of effective corrections programming. Moreover, due to overcrowding,
inmates responsible for smaller crimes end up sharing space and time with more serious offenders who

63 Dennis Rodgers, 2008, “Bismarckian transformations in contemporary Nicaragua: from gang member to drug
dealer to legal entrepreneur,” paper presented to the University of Sussex Centre for Violence and Justice
interdisciplinary seminar, Feb. 13.

64 Dennis Rodgers, 2006, “Living in the shadow of death: Gangs, violence, and social order in urban Nicaragua,
Gangs, violence, and social change in urban Nicaragua,” in D. Pratten and A. Sen (eds.), *Global Vigilantes*, London:
Hurst.
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when decisions on precautionary measures should be reviewed. In some countries, the police have lost their citizens’ trust; for instance, nearly half of Hondurans and Salvadoreans and two-thirds of Guatemalans believe that the local police are involved in crime. In many LAC countries, a weak justice system encourages criminals to resort to violent means to settle disputes that could and should be settled in court.

**RISK FACTORS AT THE COMMUNITY LEVEL**

The next level of the social-ecological model examines the community contexts in which social relationships are embedded—such as schools, workplaces, and neighborhoods—and identifies the characteristics that are associated with being victims or perpetrators of violence. Many examples of community-level risk factors are based on a dearth of social cohesion. These risk factors include a lack of adequate government services, low secondary-school enrollment rates, violence in schools, and the availability of firearms.

**Corruption and poor quality of public services.** Most LAC countries, especially Central American countries, have pervasive and systemic problems of corruption. Government corruption contributes to poor public service provision, biased and compromised decision-making processes, and high levels of public distrust in government officials. Deficient service delivery contributes to poverty and income inequality, which further impedes the ability of citizens in poor families to improve their quality of life. Corruption particularly affects citizens in poor neighborhoods because they lack the capacity to substitute state services with private ones, like health and education. Transparency International’s Corruption Perception Index in 2015 ranks Guatemala, Honduras, Mexico, El Salvador, and Venezuela among the most corrupt countries in the world. It is not surprising that countries with high levels of corruption also have high levels of violence, gangs, and drug-trafficking problems. In poor areas that have limited opportunities for employment or economic advancement, illicit activities may offer an attractive and viable means of escaping poverty.

**Low secondary-school enrollment rates.** Juvenile delinquency is correlated with lower levels of education. In addition to the loss of positive social influences from teachers and high-achieving peers, drop-outs also lose the ability to enter higher-paying jobs. Because of social and financial pressures, crime becomes a reasonable alternative.

Figure 5 provides an overview of the percentage of secondary school-age children who were not enrolled in secondary school for select LAC countries and compared to the LAC average. Although secondary school enrollment rates have increased significantly, there remains significant room for improvement, particularly in Guatemala (where fewer than 29 percent of eligible secondary-school students are enrolled in school), Nicaragua, the Dominican Republic, El Salvador, and Ecuador—all of which have rates of over 50 percent.

Low school enrollment is not a sole determinant of delinquency, as shown by the statistics for Panama and Nicaragua, but non-enrollment in school constitutes an important risk factor. In fact, completing
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secondary school has been proven to be one of the most important protective factors against risky youth behavior, including crime and violence.\textsuperscript{75}

**Figure 5: Percentage of Secondary School-aged Children Not Enrolled in School (average 1998–2004)**

![Graph showing percentage of secondary school-aged children not enrolled in school](image)

Source: Cunningham et al., 2008, "Youth at Risk," p. 77.

**Violence in schools.** Schools have been proven to serve as one of the most important protective factors in the lives of at-risk youth, but the use of corporal punishment by teachers and violence among students can inadvertently contribute to violence and serve as a risk factor. A poll of 1,000 middle and secondary school students in San Salvador found that approximately 15 percent are involved in at least one school fight in any given month, and almost 20 percent carry bats or sticks to school for self-defense.\textsuperscript{76}

**Availability of firearms.** The widespread availability of firearms is a risk factor for crime and violence. When there are more firearms in circulation those at risk of violence are better able to obtain a weapon. In Central America, there are estimated to be more than three million small firearms in

\textsuperscript{75} Cunningham et al., 2008. "Supporting Youth at Risk," p. 13.

circulation, and more than half are owned illegally. Firearms are responsible for the majority of all reported homicides in Central America.77

RISK FACTORS AT THE RELATIONSHIP LEVEL

The next level of the ecological model explores how proximal social relationships may increase the risk for victimization and perpetration of crime and violence. Peers, intimate partners, and family members all have the potential to shape an individual’s behavior and range of experience. Risk factors at the relationship level include poverty, a dysfunctional family environment, and having friends or acquaintances who become gang members.

Poverty. Although being raised in a well-to-do family does not guarantee that a young person will not become involved in criminal or violent behavior, it does reduce some of the risk factors. For example, poverty may cause one or both parents to migrate in the quest of better job opportunities or to be absent from the home for many hours each day to earn income, thereby reducing the influence of parents and weakening the family bonds that have been shown to be a strong protective factor. Coming from a poor household also may drive a young person to try to generate additional income via the illegal drug trade or other criminal activity. Furthermore, many poor families live in neighborhoods with drug sale points, another risk factor. It is not surprising that in 2014, the largest proportion of unaccompanied minors coming illegally to the United States came from Guatemala, Honduras, and El Salvador, some of the poorest and most violent nations in the LAC region.78

Dysfunctional family environment. A dysfunctional family environment includes violence, neglect, or abuse in the home, as well as abandonment by parents or other caregivers. Studies have shown exposure to violence in the home to be one of the most significant risk factors for violence; children who experience or observe violent behavior at home are more likely to engage in violent behavior themselves. The Study on Adverse Childhood Experiences in the United States, for example, has demonstrated through rigorous statistical research that children who experience multiple adverse conditions in the home are at higher risk for negative outcomes later in life. These adverse experiences include domestic violence, drug abuse, living in a household where a parent or a guardian is serving time in jail and death of a family member.79 This is problematic in Central America, where domestic violence is widespread.80 In LAC, studies have shown that domestic violence significantly increases the likelihood


78 In 2014, the flow of unaccompanied minors trying to enter the United States illegally escalated to unprecedented numbers. According to a study by the Congressional Research Center, in 2011, the border patrol apprehended 16,067 unaccompanied children at the southern border, compared to more than 68,500 in 2014. More than three-quarters of the minors (77 percent) were from El Salvador, Honduras and Guatemala. The World Bank estimates that Honduras, Guatemala and El Salvador are among the poorest nations in LAC with 30 percent, 26 percent, and 17 percent of the population living on less than $2 a day, respectively.


that a child will be the perpetrator of violent acts later in life, including domestic and other types of violence.81

**Peers who are gang members.** Studies show that young people who have relationships with peers who are gang members or who have criminal records are more likely than those without such relationships to join a gang.82 Gangs often offer solidarity, respect, and sometimes access to money.83

**RISK FACTORS AT THE INDIVIDUAL LEVEL**

The innermost level of the social-ecological model focuses on personal characteristics that make an individual more likely to be a victim or a perpetrator of crime or violence. Individual level risk factors typically include those factors related to the cognitive, physiological, and behavioral nature of the individual, many of which are determined during the early childhood stage. The individual risk factors most highly associated with violence in the LAC region are biological/demographic (age and gender, marginalization, and/or living in single-parent households); psychological/behavioral (ability to regulate emotions, level of self-esteem, low intelligence, low educational achievement, early sexual initiation, and prior history of having engaged in or been a victim of aggression or abuse), and environmental (exposure to other’s rage, being exposed to conflict or violence in the home, school desertion, and substance and alcohol abuse). Specific risk factors in the LAC region include youth unemployment and inactivity, alcohol abuse, lack of a positive identity, risky sexual behavior, and migration of parents and/or other caretakers.

**Youth unemployment and inactivity.** Studies have found a correlation between youth unemployment and risky behavior, including crime and violence, substance abuse, dropping out of school, and risky sexual activity.84 One indicator that can be used to predict crime and violence is the “youth inactivity rate,” which measures the percentage of youth who are neither in school nor working. Data on the inactivity rate for 19–24-year-olds in LAC countries show that it is much higher than the unemployment rate (see Figure 6). Youth who are inactive and are not adequately supervised by an adult have a higher probability of engaging in risky behavior, especially if they live in communities where gangs or other criminal organizations are present. These organizations often view inactive youth as an attractive pool of potential recruits.
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Alcohol abuse. Alcohol abuse is a proven risk factor for being a victim or perpetrator of violence. Evidence shows that alcohol can increase the likelihood of violence in several ways. At the individual level, it reduces self-control and the ability to process information to assess risk. Alcohol also can increase impulsiveness, thereby increasing the likelihood that a person—especially a young person—will resort to violence. Lastly, alcohol is often involved in gang rituals, and high levels of alcohol use is one of the key risk factors for intimate partner violence.\(^85\)

Lack of identity. The absence of positive role models at home and in the community can be a contributing factor to the decision to join a gang. In Central America—where many young people have been socially excluded from the educational system and labor market, who live in homes with no parents or whose parents have poor parenting skills, and live in communities where a culture of violence is the norm—youth may view gangs as the best and only option for socialization.\(^86\) Gangs offer disaffected youth an opportunity to be part of a group, a sense of belonging, and a sense of purpose—all of which may not otherwise be available.

Risky sexual behavior. Risky sexual behavior, such as early sexual initiation, not practicing safe sex, or forced sexual initiation, pose costs to both the individual and society. These behaviors are associated with higher school dropout levels, adolescent pregnancy, and an increased likelihood of contracting HIV/AIDS and/or STIs. Research shows that adolescent mothers have a higher risk than older mothers of raising their children in poverty, due largely to the lower earning potential of teen parents. Evidence

\(^85\) Cunningham et al., 2008. “Supporting Youth at Risk.”
also demonstrates that children of adolescent mothers have more health and behavioral problems, lower cognitive development, and lower school achievement.\textsuperscript{87} Although teen pregnancy rates in Central America have decreased substantially in the last two decades, they still remain some of the highest in the LAC region, with more than 100 births per 100,000 women in the 15–19 age group. A study carried out in the Caribbean showed that early initiation of intercourse was predictive of weapon-related violence and gang involvement among boys and girls, as well as alcohol use and running away among girls.\textsuperscript{88} More recently, a study has analyzed the role of women in gangs concluding that although gangs are predominantly male organizations, some young women join gangs after entering a relationship with a gang member.\textsuperscript{89}

**Migration.** Over the past decade there has been a marked trend in Central America in which one or both parents leave their children with friends or family and migrate to the United States in search of better opportunities. This is of particular concern because parental connectedness is one of the strongest protections against risky behavior amongst youth, including crime and violence. Studies have shown that youth who feel close to their families are about 10 percent less likely to engage in risk-taking behavior such as violence, smoking, alcohol and drug abuse, and risky sexual activity.\textsuperscript{90} “Barrel children”—children with two parents who have migrated—are particularly at risk. The high number of
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**Gender, Crime, and Violence**

Crime, violence, and their associated risk factors have different effects on males and females. Women and girls are more vulnerable to certain types of crime, such as domestic violence and sexual assault, and often bear the risks and disadvantages of teen pregnancy. Most gang members are male, but women and girls—especially in Central America—may play key roles and commit the same crimes as their male counterparts. Female gang members also may be subjected to sexual initiation rites, further compounding existing risk factors.

Donors’ gender programming often focuses on increasing the rights of women and girls, their participation in education and the workforce, and their ability to plan their families. In Central America, gender programming must consider the special risk factors that boys and young men face that make them more prone to engage in crime and violence. Young men are more at risk than women of being victimized by some violent crimes, including homicide, and generally are more likely to commit crime.
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Central American children without parental support is a fertile recruiting ground for gangs. Abandonment feelings also can transition to anger or rage, which can result in criminal and violent acts.

3.2 PROTECTIVE FACTORS

Central to the public health methodology to addressing crime and violence is the focus on protective factors that buffer individuals against the risks of becoming violent and increase their resilience when faced with the temptations of crime and violence. Like risk factors, protective factors exist at various levels. To date, protective factors have not been studied as extensively or rigorously as risk factors. In many cases, the protective factors are simply the opposite of the risk factors.

The U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) has identified a number of protective factors—grouped into individual, family-based, peer and social, and community-level—that are associated with lowering risk factors for youth violence:

**Individual protective factors:**

- Intolerance toward deviance
- High IQ
- High grade-point average (as an indicator of high academic achievement)
- Positive social orientation
- Highly developed social skills or competencies
- Highly developed skills for realistic planning.

**Family-based protective factors:**

- Connectedness to family and/or other adults
- Ability to discuss problems with parents
- High parental expectations about school performance
- Frequent shared activities with parents
- Consistent presence of parent during at least one of the following times: waking and getting up in the morning, arriving home from school, at evening mealtime, or going to bed
- Involvement in social activities
- Parental or family use of constructive strategies for coping with problems; the provision of models of constructive coping.

**Peer and social protective factors:**

- Strong, close, and positive relationships with teachers and classmates
- Commitment to school; an investment in school and in doing well at school
- Close relationships with nondeviant peers
- Membership in peer groups that do not condone antisocial behavior
- Involvement in prosocial activities
- Exposure to school environments characterized by supervision, clear rules for behavior, consistent negative reinforcement of aggression, and the engagement of parents and teachers.

**Community-level protective factors:**

• The existence of churches and other places of worship
• Community cohesion and civic participation
• Positive relationships between residents and law enforcement.

Even in high-crime environments, criminal and violent behavior is highly concentrated among few individuals. Evidence in the United States demonstrates that more than half of the children who live in high-risk areas or are surrounded by high-risk groups, develop relatively well and do not engage in criminal and/or violent behavior. This can be explained by the existence of protective factors that buffer and shield individuals against the risks they face in their families, neighborhoods and/or communities. A more balanced and comprehensive understanding of human behavior requires assessing the impact of both, risk and protective factors. Yet to-date, there is less empirical research on the factors that account for resiliency against crime and violence in the presence of risk factors.92

Crime and violence prevention programs should take into account both risk factors, driving individuals to criminal or violent behavior, and the protective factors that can effectively buffer these individuals in the face of risk and that can be leveraged to treat and rehabilitate those individuals who already engaged in criminal and violent behavior.

---

PART 4: CRIME AND VIOLENCE PREVENTION INTERVENTIONS

4.1 CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK FOR MAPPING INTERVENTIONS

Much of the current knowledge of effective approaches and programs is based on country-specific evidence, most of which is from the United States and other developed countries. Because interventions that are effective in reducing criminal and violent behavior in the United States or other developed countries may not be equally effective in LAC, adaptations need to be made to respond to the particular set of risk factors in specific neighborhoods and communities, as well as the institutional and organizational infrastructure in each particular country.

Program managers can begin to design a crime and violence prevention program by mapping risk levels (at the individual, relationship, community, and societal levels) and prevention levels. The three levels of prevention are primarily defined by their target beneficiary population. Primary prevention interventions indiscriminately target the entire population no matter their specific risk of becoming a victim or perpetrator or crime or violence. Secondary interventions focus on individuals or groups with several risk factors for crime and violence. Tertiary interventions target individuals who have already engaged in or become victim to criminal or violent behavior. Many interventions can be used at various levels of prevention depending on their target beneficiaries.

The interventions presented below are not exhaustive, but are meant to emphasize the spectrum of possible solutions and with which populations they can be used. Moreover, one strategy on its own is unlikely to be sufficient to address crime and violence. On the contrary, effectively addressing the many causes and effects of crime and violence usually requires multiple and concurrent approaches.93

The matrix in Annex B combines risk factors with levels of interventions to map examples of crime and violence prevention interventions that have proven to be effective—and less effective—in various countries. In the following pages, we describe a few programs that have been successful at the primary, secondary, and tertiary levels of intervention.

**Early childhood development (ECD) programs (Primary).** ECD programs attempt to improve the capacity of young children to develop and learn. Approaches include basic nutrition; health care; activities designed to stimulate children’s mental, verbal, physical, and psychosocial skills; and parenting skills training. ECD programming is based on research that shows that most brain development occurs within the first five years of life and that brain stimulation during these early years greatly influences cognitive, linguistic, social, and psychological development. ECD interventions can take place at home, in community centers, or at preschools or other educational settings. Common interventions include health care and nutrition; cognitive, social, and emotional stimulation; and—most important—effective parenting training. Programs targeted to children in their very early years (0 to 3 years) focus primarily on the parent and may include parental education and support while programs targeting children 3 to 5 years of age are usually preschool- or community center–based and run by trained teachers.94

---

94 World Bank Early Child Development web site: [http://go.worldbank.org/AP9EZQVHD0](http://go.worldbank.org/AP9EZQVHD0)
Parenting programs (Primary, secondary). Effective parenting typically provides children with four essentials: warmth, structure, autonomy support, and development support. *Warmth* is the degree to which a parent successfully communicates love and acceptance to his or her child. *Structure* is the degree to which parents have expectations and set rules for their child’s behavior. *Autonomy support* is the degree to which parents accept and encourage their child’s individuality, particularly as children begin to break away from parents during adolescence. *Development support* is the degree to which parents foster and enhance their child’s capacity for emotional and logical thinking.\(^95\) Parenting training is structured around these four realms.

Parenting skills training can be a separate intervention or part of a broader multiservice prevention program for at-risk youth. The most common types of parenting training programs include home visitation programs that target new parents of infants and toddlers and therapy sessions for families of older children exhibiting delinquent behavior.

Home visitation programs are often included in ECD programs. In these programs, a parent educator provides training, counseling, and monitoring to families of young children. The main goal is to promote healthy child development by providing parents with knowledge and encouraging positive child-rearing techniques. Some programs seek to improve the lives of parents (and thus children) by providing job placement assistance and support to continue their education or delay pregnancy. Home visitation programs vary greatly in terms of the age of the participants and the duration and intensity of the services provided; evidence suggests that the earlier such programs are offered to families and the longer their duration, the greater the benefits.

Family therapy programs also vary in design and content. Most programs aim to empower parents by giving them the skills and resources they need to raise teenagers to be productive members of society and to empower teens to cope with family, peer, school, and neighborhood problems. These programs focus on changing maladaptive or dysfunctional patterns of family interaction and communication, including negative parenting behavior, which is one of the primary risk factors for youth violence.

Life skills training (Primary, secondary, tertiary). Life skills fall into three basic categories: (1) social and interpersonal skills, such as communication, negotiation and refusal, assertiveness, cooperation, empathy, and effective work habits; (2) cognitive skills, such as problem solving, understanding causal relationships, decision making, critical thinking, respect for difference, tolerance, healthy life style decisions, and self-evaluation; and (3) emotional coping skills, such as managing stress and conflict, dealing with bullying, and managing feelings and moods.\(^96\) Life skills training may address all of these categories or skills or may focus on a single one.

Life skills training can be provided either as a program on its own or as a component of a program designed to achieve other youth development goals, such as job training or violence prevention. A formal life skills curriculum can be taught at school, by job training institutions, or as part of community development projects or youth leadership training programs.\(^97\) Providers of life skills training programs ideally should be capable facilitators. Such facilitators need to exhibit respect for young people and have
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warm, supportive, and enthusiastic personalities. The most effective life skills programs apply the skills to issues that are relevant to the young person’s social circumstances and stage of development.

School-based violence prevention programs (Primary, secondary, tertiary). School-based prevention programs can serve all students within a school or target at-risk youth who are failing in school or are frequently absent. There are many successful school-based violence prevention programs, but four types are worth highlighting because of their growing success: (1) afterschool programs; (2) arts programs; (3) gender-based violence prevention programs; and (4) gang violence prevention programs.98

- **Improving school quality.** Improving school quality has been shown to improve secondary school completion rates. These efforts may include strengthening the connection between school and work, improving teacher training and professionalism, reducing teacher absenteeism, and involving the local community in monitoring the performance of both teachers and students. Peer tutoring programs, informal education, infrastructure improvement, and accessibility and safety improvement may also help to increase school attendance rates.

- **Afterschool programs.** Afterschool programs typically are offered by schools or nongovernmental organizations. Many afterschool programs start immediately after classes end on normal school days. The orientation and content of afterschool programs vary widely. They may be delivered by certified teachers, youth workers, or adolescent leaders. Afterschool programs also include daycare centers with programs specifically designed for the care and well-being of school-aged children before and after school, on weekends, and during vacation periods. In most places, these are subject to state and/or municipal licensing requirements with regard to physical facilities, staffing, etc. Some afterschool programs focus on youth development, promoting positive development in one or several areas, such as affective relationships, self-expression, or creative expression. Youth development programs often build on strengths and focus on their attitudes and skills.

- **Arts programs.** There is a growing body of evidence that arts can have a significant effect on decreasing violent behavior by at-risk children and youth. For those who have personally experienced violence, the arts may provide a means for openly expressing emotions in a safe environment. Participation in arts programs can help students to overcome the obstacles of their underprivileged backgrounds. Several studies show that at-risk youth who participate in after-school artistic activities are more likely to participate in other school activities, attend school on time, and have better academic results. Studies also suggest that arts programs may help young people learn to express their anger appropriately and communicate more effectively. Comparative studies show that young people in arts programs participated less in criminal behavior, had higher self-esteem, were more self-sufficient, and showed greater resistance to negative peer pressure.

- **Gender-based violence prevention programs.** Schools and communities can play important roles in preventing gender violence by developing, in both young women and young men, the skills to enter into healthy relationships, promoting positive relationships among couples and family members, encouraging communication, helping to develop of self-esteem, and building anger management and conflict resolution skills. Schools and other community groups can also

help encourage violence prevention by challenging discriminatory policies, cultural norms, and attitudes that are accepting of or conducive to violence.

- **Gang violence prevention programs.** Violence prevention programs may focus on gangs and/or the neighborhoods where gangs operate. Many gang prevention programs are school-based. They may focus on mitigating risk factors by providing training to teachers in violence prevention and personal development, with the emphasis on the formation of new (nonviolent) masculinities as a cross-cutting theme of the school curriculum. In addition, drug use prevention programs for students may be effective in reducing drug abuse, drug trafficking, and gang involvement. In addition, programs sponsored by schools, law enforcement, and/or other sectors of the community may focus on preventing the formation of gangs and/or promoting their disbanding by means of conflict mediation and processes of reconciliation. Workshops on preventing crime, promoting human safety, and providing agreed-upon strategies for youth to leave gangs without endangering their own safety may help reduce the level of gang activity.

Finally, any initiatives that encourage the constructive use of leisure time can make gang involvement less attractive. Sports, environmental, recreational, and community and cultural activities (painting, puppet shows, arts festivals, mural painting, theater, circus, dance and environmental productions) help engage young people of all ages in positive pursuits. Community volunteer work and technical training (such as electricity, computers, carpentry, or cooking) may provide young people with marketable skills.

Many violence prevention programs focus on providing community members with knowledge about causal factors and the skills they need to address these causal factors. Such programs focus on developing life skills in parents, teachers, school principals and administrators, students, community leaders, and journalists by offering training on subjects such as self-esteem, values, strengthening the family unit, handling emotions, practices for coexistence and peaceful conflict resolution, sensitivity, respect, assertive communication, and human development (nurturing, building self-esteem, ethics, and citizenship). Training may also be provided on specific subjects such as the prevention and treatment of abuse, especially child sexual abuse, and the risk factors of owning and using firearms.

**Media campaigns (Primary).** Antiviolence marketing campaigns may use mass media, as well as specialized communication techniques such as behavior change communication (BCC) and interpersonal communication (IPC). BCC combines commercial marketing and advertising techniques with messages that promote knowledge and reinforce healthy behaviors. IPC is a communication approach that engages a trained facilitator to change the behavior of a target population by addressing the underlying causes of risk and to increase skills and self-efficacy among this target group. All of these techniques are designed to provide young people with the knowledge and skills to protect themselves, increase their self-efficacy, and ultimately prevent them from engaging in risky behavior. National media campaigns also have been undertaken to facilitate a change in negative social norms, such as domestic violence and corporal punishment, or gender norms that contribute to gender-based or sexual violence. Media campaigns also can help teach effective parenting skills and show parents and others how to be positive role models.99

**Community policing (Primary, secondary).** Community policing makes police more responsive and accountable to local communities, enhancing trust between citizens and law enforcement entities, increasing the probability that citizens will report crime, and reducing police corruption and abuse. The strategy responds to three basic issues that may be contributing factors in crime or violence: (1) citizens’

lack of satisfaction and with police services and low levels of trust in the police; (2) the ineffectiveness of traditional patrol and investigation in reducing crime; and (3) low police morale, particularly among foot patrols due to the low importance of patrols. International research on the impact of community policing interventions on crime rates offers mixed results however. Successful community policing programs can revitalize police forces, increase citizens’ perception of safety, and enhance the image of the police, however in Latin America and the Caribbean police forces have faced serious challenges in implementing the necessary institutional adaptations to make the community policing model fully operational.

Situational prevention (Primary, secondary). Situational prevention interventions have been used in neighborhoods and places at high risk of violence. The underlying assumption of this approach is that the occurrence of crime is related to the environment and therefore can be reduced by modifying the contextual or physical environment.

- **Limits on alcohol sales.** Experiences in Brazil and Colombia suggest that imposing curfews on alcohol sales may reduce murders and assaults. The alcohol policy of Diadema, Brazil (pop. 350,000), which prohibits alcohol sales after 11:00 pm, for instance, has resulted in a drop in the murder rate by eleven murders a month.

- **Crime Prevention through Environmental Design.** Crime prevention through environmental design (CPTED) encourages incorporating preventive features in urban design and housing to decrease opportunities for crime and increase risks for potential offenders (by making it harder to commit a crime and easier to detect and apprehend criminals). CPTED theory has been evolving. Today, there is a second-generation CPTED theory with five fundamental tenets:“(i) natural control of access points: the opportunity for crime is reduced by limiting the number of access points to a public space; (ii) natural surveillance: the appropriate design of windows in houses, the lighting and design of public spaces, should all enhance residents’ capacity to observe activity going on in their area; (iii) maintenance: management plans to maintain the infrastructure of public spaces; (iv) territorial reinforcement: feelings of attachment that residents form towards their immediate neighborhood and that might be harnessed to inspire them to look after it; and (v) community involvement: participation of the community to activate social control mechanisms.”
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Mentoring programs for at-risk youth (Primary, secondary, tertiary). Mentoring programs consist of assigning an adult to provide support and guidance to a young person or people at risk of criminal or violent behavior. Mentoring programs are occasionally free-standing interventions, but also should be a formal or informal part of youth development programs. The most common type of mentoring program is one-to-one, community-based mentoring, but programs may also provide group mentoring in which one mentor is assigned to work with several young people; team mentoring in which more than one person works with the same young person; online mentoring in which at-risk youth are matched with a mentor online; and peer mentoring in which adolescents mentor younger children. On-location programs are based at public spaces including schools, hospitals, community centers, or other sites. Mentors are usually volunteers recruited from businesses, schools, and other community settings.105

Comprehensive job training programs for at-risk youth (Primary, secondary, tertiary). At-risk youth also benefit from job training, which usually take one of two forms: skills training or comprehensive multiservice training. Skills training may include vocational training, apprenticeships, or second-chance/education-equivalency programs that aim to build the technical knowledge and skills of young people. Comprehensive multiservice training programs go beyond technical training to include developing a young person’s skills as a worker. These programs may provide general skills training, life skills, job search and placement assistance, self-employment services, and other support.

Skills training programs are more prevalent than comprehensive multiservice training programs, but the latter have had more success, particularly in developing countries. Examples of these types of programs include Jóvenes con Rumbo in Mexico, Entra 21 and the Jóvenes programs in Argentina, Chile, and Peru.106

Violence interruption (Secondary, tertiary). Violence interruption uses the same three techniques used to reverse the outbreak of an epidemic disease, namely, interrupting transmission, reducing risk, and changing community norms. A description of the violence interruption model is provided below, based on the Cure Violence Program (formerly Ceasefire). This model violence interruption program began in the United States and has been replicated internationally, including in Latin America and the Caribbean.

- **Detect and interrupt potentially violent actions.** Trained violence interrupters and outreach workers prevent shootings by identifying and mediating potentially lethal conflicts in the community. Whenever a shooting happens, for instance, trained workers meet with victims, their friends and family, and others connected to the event in the community and at the hospital. The focus is to cool emotions and prevent retaliation. Workers also talk to key people in the community about ongoing disputes, arrests, prison releases, and other situations that may trigger violence. Mediation techniques are used to resolve conflicts peacefully. Workers also provide follow-up for as long as needed, sometimes for months, to ensure that a conflict does not heat up again and become violent.

- **Identify and treat highest risk.** Trained, culturally-appropriate outreach professionals work with the highest-risk individuals to address the issues that make them likely to commit violence. Workers meet these individuals where they are, talk to them about the high costs and serious
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consequences of violence, and help them obtain the social services they need, such as job training or drug treatment. Workers often work extensively with a few high-risk individuals. Workers may meet with the people on their caseload several times a week.

- **Mobilize the community to change norms.** Workers engage community leaders, residents, local business owners, faith leaders, service providers, and the individuals at high risk of engaging in violent behavior to convey the message that violence should not be viewed as normal but as a behavior that can be changed. When a shooting occurs, for instance, workers organize a response where community members voice their objection to the shooting and to violence in general. Workers coordinate with existing block clubs, tenant councils, and neighborhood associations and help to create these where they do not exist. Finally, the program distributes materials and hosts events to convey the message that violence is unacceptable under any circumstance.

**Incentive programs to complete secondary schooling (Secondary, tertiary).** Encouraging the completion of school can (1) help mitigate crime and violence in the short-term by providing youth, especially those at a high risk to become involved in violence, with a constructive activity that takes up most of their day and keeps them off the street, and (2) over the longer term by providing skills that make these students more employable. There are a number of policies that can improve secondary school completion rates, particularly when implemented together.

- **Financial incentives.** Financial incentives, such as conditional cash transfers, school vouchers, loans, grants, individual learning accounts, school supplies, and free public transportation to school, to increase the demand for secondary school and offset competing demands such as work and child care.

- **Second Chance Incentives.** Second-chance or education equivalency programs help drop-out or failing students. These programs include comprehensive educational and vocational programs that provide students with an opportunity to complete high school and enter tertiary education or the labor market. Education equivalency programs can help address supply-and-demand constraints that lead many young people worldwide to discontinue their education before they have acquired necessary basic skills needed to succeed outside of school. The primary goal of these programs is to expand access to education opportunities while also offering basic life and technical skills. Improved skills allow at-risk youth to complete school and enter the labor market, thereby facilitating their reintegration into society. Benefits of offering educational equivalency degrees include increasing a young person’s chance of gaining employment and tertiary education opportunities by showing employers and administrators that the student has the skills, drive, stamina, and determination to complete such a degree.107

Equivalency programs differ from traditional education programs in several ways. They target school dropouts as opposed to all youth, provide a flexible structure, and offer lower-cost teaching methods and specially designed teaching materials. Program implementers can adapt education equivalency programs to accommodate the local context by changing the management structure (private versus public), role and qualifications of teachers (using community volunteers rather than certified teachers), the program’s content, accreditation requirements, and use of technology. For equivalency programs to be most effective, they must be available and accessible to all school dropouts and focus on educational attainment. To assure credibility among
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employers and others, an educational equivalency degree should have the same or similar qualifications as a traditional degree.

**Focused Deterrence (Secondary, tertiary).** These interventions involve using data and intelligence to identify specific groups of offenders within a community. Then law enforcement agencies, service providers and community representatives form a multi-sector task force to approach these offenders and their families. Law enforcement officials communicate directly and repeatedly with offending groups, informing them that they are under scrutiny, that their behavior (such as shootings) will trigger responses, and that they can avoid such responses by changing their behavior. Much of this communication occurs during “forums,” “notifications,” or “call-ins”—a key feature of focused deterrence. During these meetings, the multisector task force engages with offending group members face-to-face, placing them on notice that their actions will have either positive or negative consequences, both for themselves individually and for the entire group. Focused deterrence has been shown (through decreased homicide rates) to effectively deter violent behavior. The effectiveness of this method results from communicating directly with offending individuals and groups, explicitly stating boundaries and consequences, and following up with enforcement.109

**Alternative dispute resolution (ADR) (Secondary, tertiary).** Alternative dispute resolution refers to a defined means of settling disputes outside of the formal courtroom. It typically includes arbitration, mediation/conciliation and early neutral evaluation. ADR has gained widespread acceptance for civil matters, particularly as an alternative to litigation, especially when complex procedures undermine the effectiveness of formal court proceedings. It has thus become an important means for reducing a backlog of cases. ADR has several advantages over traditional legal proceedings. It may be an expeditious solution for illiterate and/or poor people who cannot navigate conventional legal channels. Also, because some ADR mechanisms are less formal and less expensive than traditional formal legal procedures, they may better reach a more geographically dispersed population.111

- **Specialized Courts and Diversion.** Because juvenile incarceration can lead to lower educational completion and a higher likelihood of adult recidivism, diversion of offenders from the penitentiary system in the case of minor offenses has become increasingly popular. These programs – which include youth and drug courts – are designed to limit an individual’s exposure to negative influences within penitentiary systems. Evaluations of these interventions have significantly improved recidivism rates for juveniles even when they become adults.113

- **Restorative justice.** Restorative justice is a community-based alternative justice that engages the offender, victim(s), and members of the community in face-to-face meetings. The offender is
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113 For more information on diversion and specialized courts: http://www.crimesolutions.gov/TopicDetails.aspx?ID=49
encouraged to accept responsibility for having harmed the victim. A restorative justice conference is usually conducted in three phases: first, the offender speaks to accept responsibility; then, others explain how they were affected; and finally, the group collectively decides what they will do to prevent it from happening again."114 By prioritizing the needs of victims and holding offenders accountable, restorative justice focuses on repairing harm and restoring relationships.

Restitution or punishment for offenders often consists of community projects (for example, park cleanup). Offenders may also receive rehabilitation services, such as drug treatment, mental health counseling, and/or job training. By promoting the rehabilitation of offenders, restorative justice contributes to building trust in the justice system, strengthening informal social controls that make neighborhoods safer, and preventing future violence or disruption.

Restorative justice has been tested both as an alternative and as a supplement to prosecution for a variety of different types of crimes, criminals, and stages of rehabilitation.115 In addition to being cost-effective, restorative justice may help avoid overdependence on incarceration for offenders who commit minor crimes and who could serve alternative sentences.

**Rehabilitation programs (Secondary, tertiary).** There are a number of rehabilitation programs that can help reduce crime and violence. Among the most effective is cognitive behavioral therapy, which generally involves a mix of cognitive skills training, anger management, and supplementary components related to social skills, moral development, and relapse prevention for offenders. In addition, drug treatment in prison has been shown to significantly decrease recidivism.116 Both of these can be used with either at-risk populations or populations who have already offended.

**Drug courts (Secondary, tertiary).** Drug courts are specialized courts that prosecute drug-related offenses. They often focus on treating drug addiction with rigorous monitoring. Drug courts use a system of graduated rewards and sanctions to help substance abusers attain and maintain a drug-free life. Drug courts offer an alternative to incarceration of addicts, which may not only help address prison overcrowding, but also prevent nonviolent offenders from becoming socialized in more violent ways. A systematic study of 55 tests of drug courts found that diversion or referral to special drug courts decreased repeat offenses by approximately one third more than more conventional procedures. Diversion of these cases to drug courts also showed to be more cost effective than resorting to conventional justice procedures.117

**WHAT DOES NOT PREVENT CRIME AND VIOLENCE?**

As the matrix in Annex B illustrates, evaluation of crime and violence prevention programs has shown some approaches to be ineffective or even counterproductive. One of the most ineffective approaches is the use of “scare tactics.” In the Scared Straight Program, for instance, youth prison inmates were treated to harsh and unpleasant prison conditions. After an evaluation of this program in the U.S.
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showed it was ineffective, the U.S. Department of Justice discouraged the use of this program or programs that use similar scare tactics.118 Another U.S.-based program that has been found to be ineffective is Drug Abuse Resistance Education (DARE) in which police officers educated students about the dangers of illegal drug use. In a controlled trial, DARE was found to have no effect on marijuana use and to promote alcohol use among school-aged children.119

In Latin America and the Caribbean, mano dura and other iron-fisted approaches have been shown to be among the least effective policy options.120 Although the goal of mano dura is to get offenders off the streets by incarcerating them for longer periods of time, evaluations show an increase in criminal behavior over time in places where mano dura has been implemented.

There are particularly serious issues to be considered with incarcerating young and first-time offenders. Evaluations carried out in the United States comparing adult correctional institutions to those designed for young people showed that young people in the adult correctional institutions are eight times more likely to commit suicide, five times more likely to be sexually assaulted, twice as likely to be beaten by staff, and 50 percent more likely to be attacked by a weapon than those in institutions for young people. In addition, recidivism rates are higher among the adult prison populations.121 Regardless of whether young people are in juvenile or adult prisons, incarceration is highly correlated with future criminal behavior—even more so than factors such as gang affiliation, weapons possession, or family dysfunction.122 Research also reveals that juvenile confinement increases the likelihood of troubled youth making a violent transition to adulthood. Furthermore, incarcerated youth achieve less academically and are employed more sporadically than peers who have committed the same offense and were sentenced to programs that focused on drug treatment, individual counseling, or community service.123

In a recent study of crime and violence prevention programs in the United States, Thomas Abt and Christopher Winship conclude that ineffective interventions share several elements:

- Generality. Some approaches lack appropriate targeting strategies and may end up both helping those who do not need it and punishing those who do not deserve it.

---

118 For additional information, see https://www.ncjrs.gov/html/ojjdp/news_at_glance/234084/topstory.html
• **Reactivity.** Punishing violence after the fact is necessary but not sufficient. It is important to prevent crime and violence before it happens.

• **Illegitimacy.** If stakeholders perceive the intervention to be illegitimate, it will not be sustainable. In Latin America and the Caribbean this may be important when considering law enforcement activities that engage the police force without engaging the community.

• **Lack of capacity.** Well-designed interventions fail when they lack the capacity to implement them at the local level or there are insufficient resources to carry them to completion.

• **Lack of theory of change.** Without a theory of change that links activities to results and lower-level results to higher-level outcomes, the intervention will lack a roadmap for success, making it more difficult for implementers to effectively guide their programming and address obstacles.\(^{124}\)

### PART 5: DESIGNING AND IMPLEMENTING CRIME AND VIOLENCE PREVENTION PROJECTS AND ACTIVITIES

Research and operational experience has demonstrated that crime and violence can be substantially reduced through well-planned, cross-sectoral strategies that combine law enforcement and prevention interventions. Effective strategies coordinate with health, education, economic, and other sectors; focus on the most critical risk factors; are implemented by different levels of government (national and local); and include citizen participation. Reducing incidences of crime and violence and improving citizen security are long-term goals, but shorter-term interventions can have significant impact in lowering risk factors, reducing fears of victimization, and fostering trust in public institutions. To achieve long- and short-term goals, it is critical that planners of crime and violence prevention interventions use available data to analyze the dynamics of a particular community; identify realistic and relevant goals and objectives; establish measurable indicators; and apply a well-articulated theory of change to design and plan activities.

Designing and implementing crime and violence prevention projects and activities should be rooted in the USAID Program Cycle, an agency-wide programming process introduced to maximize results and increase development effectiveness. This is a strategic and evidence-based approach based on continuous learning and adaptation. The four components of the program cycle, shown in Figure 7, should be integrated into program planning. This will ensure that project design and implementation decisions are informed by policies and strategic priorities and that results of monitoring and evaluation of project implementation can in turn provide useful feedback for future policy and strategic decisions and further project design and implementation.
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At the outset of the USAID Program Cycle, USAID defines policies and strategies in alignment with higher-level policies. These policies and strategies determine which global development challenges should be addressed. Then, the Country Development Cooperation Strategy (CDCS) for each country or regional mission defines the development results that missions should achieve, and a theory of change explains why these results will have a strategic impact. Defining the project cycle, project design and implementation will identify how best to achieve those results and what tools should be used. Evaluation and monitoring, supported by broader learning and adaptation, provide evidence and data regarding whether the intended impact was achieved and why (or why not), ultimately informing future policy direction, budgeting, and the other core components of the program cycle.

**Figure 7: USAID Program Cycle**

This Field Guide, as illustrated by the arrow in Figure 7, provides more detailed information on the last two components of the USAID Project Cycle: project design and implementation and monitoring and evaluation. Well-designed crime and violence prevention projects are rooted in robust analysis, the articulation of a theory of change explaining the causal linkages between activities and expected results, and the identification of appropriate and relevant performance indicators (output and outcome) to monitor and track implementation and evaluate results.

In this section, we unpack the project design and implementation component of the USAID Program Cycle by identifying three phases: (1) analysis, (2) the articulation of a theory of change, and (3) designing a monitoring and evaluation plan. Then, following USAID’s evaluation policy, we elaborate on how to monitor and evaluate crime and violence prevention projects.
5.1 PHASE 1: ANALYSIS
Crime and violence prevention programming should begin with a robust analysis of crime and violence in a country, municipality, community, or target neighborhood. Because citizen insecurity is a complex phenomenon, a diagnosis of the citizen security situation is imperative. Understanding the specific problem and identifying the main risk factors will enable planners to target interventions to the appropriate beneficiaries. Ideally the diagnosis will include a formal assessment focused not only on the challenges and risk factors, but also on protective factors and assets that help insulate individuals and communities from crime and violence.

A robust assessment will allow the Mission to target affected communities (based on crime indicators, demography, and other data) and risk groups (defined according to age, gender, relative marginalization, geographic location, and other factors). By defining the target population, program managers can focus programs and policies in ways that are appropriate, strategic, and effective.

Specifically, crime and violence assessments should:

- Define the problem of crime and violence within the target location using the best available evidence and identify information gaps.
- Assess the structural (long-term) conditions that contribute to crime and violence, including economic performance and opportunities for employment; quality and coverage of basic public services; weaknesses of government (corruption, lack of accountability, exclusion, impunity); relationships between the police and citizens; mechanisms for citizen participation; and access to public information.
- Conduct a political economy analysis focused on issues that include who benefits from the status quo in a particular community; who benefit from and who opposes change; and incentives that could be used to neutralize opposition.
- Analyze the risk factors driving crime and violence.
- Profile typical perpetrators, victims, and areas most vulnerable to crime and violence.
- Identify the stakeholders, including champions, spoilers, and others.
- Analyze protective factors and assets that make individuals and groups less vulnerable to crime and violence. Protective factors may include religious organizations, victims’ services, social networks, and community organizations.
- Prioritize target areas, individuals, and/or groups.
- Propose a strategy and potential approaches.
- Identify the resources that will be needed to have an impact on the identified problem.
- Serve as a baseline for evaluation of the eventual programming implemented to measure results, using information and data gathered before implementation.

WHAT INFORMATION DOES A PROGRAM MANAGER NEED?
Program managers need a variety of information to diagnose the problem and to target, design, and implement appropriate interventions. Requisite information includes data on perpetrators of crime and violence; the nature of crime in a community or target area; the timing, location, and impact of crime and violence; and protective factors that might help mitigate crime and violence.
Perpetrators and participants. Crime and violence are highly concentrated in a few places and among a few individuals. Program managers should develop a profile of individuals responsible for committing most of the crimes in a particular location. The profile should include information about age and gender, as well as other relevant information, including the average distance traveled to commit a crime, previous criminal history, and probable motivation.

Risk factors. It is important to identify the risk factors that motivate, encourage, or contribute to crime and violence in a particular situation. As discussed, in some cases, the main risks may be at the individual and relationship levels, entailing psychosocial factors, while in others the main risk factors may be above and beyond the individual’s psychological motivations. Only by understanding the specific risk factors of a target area and population can appropriate interventions be applied.

Details about how crimes are committed. Details about how a crime is committed can be useful information for prevention. If an analysis shows that most murders in a target neighborhood are committed by young men who know their victims, for instance, the intervention will be very different than if the majority of murders occur during the course of carjacking or are committed by gangs or organized crime groups.

Involvement of alcohol and drugs. Many street and violent crimes (such as assault, rape and child abuse) involve drugs or alcohol. In addition, the motivation behind some crimes may be drug-related.

Where and when crime and violence occur. Location is an important aspect of any crime data analysis. Crime and violence patterns are often linked to particular places (so-called “hotspots”), so data should be as location-specific as possible. Even within neighborhoods, crime and violence tend to be concentrated in specific locations. In addition, program managers need information about when crimes occur, broken down into season, month, day, and time of day. Data can be used to help identify patterns and the potential motivation behind crime, such as when crime or violence increases on a Saturday night, after sporting events, or during holidays.

Impact of crime. Information regarding the impact of crime is particularly helpful in areas where there are serious problems with several types of crimes and program managers must decide priorities. It is important to remember that the crimes that have the greatest impact on a community may not be those that are most common. In addition, program managers should work with local communities and government leaders to determine the types of crime that they believe should be a priority. Priorities may be based on the relative seriousness of crimes, the complexity of addressing various types of crime, risk factors, and trends. While homicide may generate the most attention, residents may be more concerned about other crimes such as extortion or street crime.

Crime rates. Although crime rates are based on the number of incidents, rates are more useful when comparing areas. Crime rates may also help provide a benchmark for various types of crimes, including benchmarks established at the outset of implementation that can provide a basis for assessing results.

Protective factors. An important part of carrying out a diagnostic assessment is determining what assets—people, groups, organizations, and community characteristics—can be strengthened to prevent and mitigate crime and violence. These protective factors serve as a crucial foundation upon which to build prevention efforts. In addition to organizations already engaged in crime and violence prevention, communities are bound to have assets that have not yet been tapped for crime prevention activities. Such organizations could play a central role in addressing risk factors and sources of conflict to enhance prevention. The existence of community organizations, communication and trust, and individuals and groups playing key leadership roles can lead to preventing and mitigating violence even in overall high-crime areas. The benefits of identifying protective factors and community assets include:
• Strengthening leaders and groups that could play an effective role in crime and violence prevention;

• Making coordination of activities easier;

• Avoiding the duplication of programs;

• Identifying the gaps in service delivery (for example, a diagnostic assessment might reveal that there are no shelters for victims of domestic violence); and

• Maximizing scarce resources, skills, and capacity.

By focusing attention on the existing assets of a particular area, program managers create community buy-in and goodwill toward the program. In this way, program managers can obtain the participation of people and resources that would otherwise be underutilized. In addition, this approach engages community members in controlling the problems facing their community—as problem solvers rather than passive clients or service recipients.

SOURCES OF CRIME AND VIOLENCE INFORMATION

Many different sources provide information related to crime and violence. It is imperative not to rely solely on official police crime statistics when measuring crime and violence as there are significant gaps in official crime data. Program managers need to gather multidimensional data from several sources to get a full picture of crime and violence in a given location or among a given population.

Following a brief discussion of police statistics and their limitations, this section reviews the importance of using public opinion and victimization surveys, as well as other sources of quantitative and qualitative data. (See the list of potential sources in Annex C.)

Police Records

Official police records are an important source of information about crime and violence. In general, police records are the official statistics used by the national government. The data and the methodology for collecting the data are generally available to the public. Because the data are generally collected in the same way, they may be the best source of information to assess trends, make comparisons, and evaluate the impact of prevention initiatives over one or more years.

Limitations of police records. Police records also have serious limitations as a result of the different types of security services operating within a jurisdiction and the inconsistent data collection across each. For example, there may be federal or national, municipal, and preventive police, as well as other investigative and law enforcement bodies. The military also may be charged with maintaining public security but may not have the processes in place to record reported crimes consistently.

In many countries the official data should be viewed with a healthy dose of skepticism and many crimes go unreported. This may be due to a lack of confidence in justice-sector institutions, fear of retribution, or the belief that police are involved in crimes. Indeed, in some countries, police are perpetrators of criminal activity, and victims are reluctant to report violence committed by police or other representatives of the government. Sexual violence, extortion, petty crimes (such as muggings), crimes against children, corruption, and drug-related crimes are often the least likely to be reported.

Another limitation of police records is that the information may be incomplete. Crime and violence patterns often vary from one neighborhood or one street to the next. Available crime data may be aggregated to a higher level, which makes it useless for identifying pockets of crime and violence. In
In addition, the records may not include important details about crimes, such as whether and which weapons are used, the types of injuries, or the relationship of the victim to the perpetrator. In some cases, the information may be incomplete because the police officers assigned to the case are not fully literate or do not speak the language of the victims or perpetrators. This is especially true in a country like Guatemala, with numerous indigenous languages. Finally, the police may not have the authority to share data with the public or with donors.

A final limitation of police data is that it may not be accurate. It may be influenced by citizen security interventions, for instance. If police are better trained and/or trust levels between the police and the community increase, reports of crimes may increase even though the actual crime level is reduced.

Public opinion and victimization surveys
Rigorously gathered survey data can be the most systematic method of collecting information from the general public. Respondents may be more likely to discuss their experiences with and attitudes about crime and violence anonymously. Surveys may include victimization questions that ask respondents about their experience with crime and/or perception questions that ask about feelings of insecurity or fear, behavior changes, or knowledge of crime and violence occurring.

These surveys are useful in filling in gaps in information from police data. Surveys can and should cover all types of violence, including violence that may not be reported to the police or considered a crime under local laws. They can also be designed to gather information about respondents’ opinions regarding a range of crime-related issues and institutions, including the police, victim support agencies, and private security organizations, as well as how law enforcement services could be improved.

Surveys also provide important information about fear of crime, which can have a powerful influence on people’s behavior, freedom of movement, social fabric, and trust in the government and police. Fear of crime has broad implications, as it may influence people to arm themselves or to emigrate to what they believe to be a safer environment.

Survey limitations. Main issues related to surveys are that they can be both costly and time-consuming. Baseline surveys should be conducted before program implementation begins, which can be difficult to schedule. In addition, household surveys, in which residents are interviewed at home, can sometimes be dangerous. The people conducting surveys may be threatened, intimidated, or assaulted.

Other limitations affect the reliability of results. Women may be compelled to answer survey questions in front of their partners or family members or may not be allowed to participate. Even anonymously, respondents may be reluctant to talk about sexual and domestic violence or child abuse. In addition, most surveys collect information only from adults. The lack of minors’ experiences and perceptions may be particularly problematic in areas where youth crime is a major concern. In addition, most surveys do not provide information from perpetrators of crime and violence.

Survey results also may reflect citizens’ perceptions of crime and violence based on exaggerated media coverage or recent incidents. When government authorities begin a highly publicized initiative to combat crime and violence, citizens sometimes perceive the problems to be more severe than they are.

Qualitative data on crime and violence
Generating qualitative information from a variety of sources, including interviews, meetings, and group discussions, can help researchers understand the context behind crime and violence trends.

Group consultations. Meetings with residents or community organizations to discuss community problems often reveal invaluable information. Although the views presented will not represent the whole community, group discussions may be helpful for obtaining detailed information from members of
a particular neighborhood or area or from specific groups within the community. Consultations may include local activists and members of different civic and governmental organizations; women’s groups; church groups and leaders; non-governmental organizations working on related issues; school staff; local police; local merchants; neighborhood watch members; informal traders; youth leaders; trade union and religious and other civic leaders—individuals who are especially knowledgeable about the community.

Typical venues for community consultations include:

- Official public or private meetings hosted by one or more stakeholders who invite other relevant or influential parties;
- Public meetings, such as town hall meetings or community forums, open to the entire community; and
- Formal and informal meetings in places where various sectors of the community might congregate, such as religious venues, schools, workplaces, street corners, and youth and sports clubs.

**Interviews with key informants.** Key informants are individuals who are especially knowledgeable about crime and violence in the target community, have particular insights into specific forms of violence, and are willing to provide and/or data. These people could include local leaders of community groups including political parties, youth groups, women’s groups, church groups, nongovernmental organizations, trade unions, victim support agencies, legal resource centers, and schools; and other key informants, including social workers, police chiefs, magistrates, judges, prosecutors, neighborhood watch members, taxi drivers, civic leaders. Informants should be asked for their views on the importance of various crime- and violence-related problems, the perceived causes of these problems, current or past efforts to address these causes, and the outcome of these efforts. Finally, key informants should be asked if they are aware of other sources of information or other individuals who might provide useful information. This question-asking technique, known as “snowballing,” can result in additional information as well as help validate the information obtained from other key informants.

**Focus groups.** These groups are specifically selected for each target sector of the population in order to obtain a more in-depth view of their perceptions of the issues in question and methods to address them. Special care should be devoted to composing focus groups that are representative of the community. Rather than relying on a single leader to provide focus group participants, engagement with various community leaders and organizations will promote better data collection. Focus group sessions generally include a facilitator, a recorder who takes notes, and eight to 10 participants. Ideally, the facilitator is not only skilled, but is also representative of the group make-up. This helps to ensure that focus group participants will be comfortable sharing their opinions.

**Other data sources**

There are a number of other sources of data on crime and violence and perception of the community. While specific sources that prove to be most useful may vary from one community to the next, the following sources may provide valuable information:

- Crime and violence observatories;
- Census and demographic ministries;
- Municipal government departments, including housing, welfare, and education;
- Mapping information;
- Newspapers, magazines, and other media;
- Shops, small businesses, insurance companies, and banks;
- Private security companies;
• Hospitals, clinics, social workers, and doctors;
• Victim support agencies, including those specializing in domestic violence;
• Prisons, jails, and juvenile offender programs;
• Women’s organizations, youth groups, children’s organizations;
• Civic and religious organizations; and
• Trade unions.

Once all available information is obtained from different sources, merging and analyzing the data becomes a necessary next step to create a comprehensive picture of the problem. Annex D provides longer descriptions on how to assess the physical and social characteristics of a potential target area. Annex E provides some examples of programming for municipalities. Annexes G and H provide bibliographic references on crime and violence in Latin America and the Caribbean and a list of useful resources.

5.2 PHASE 2: DEVELOPING THE LOGICAL FRAMEWORK AND ARTICULATING A THEORY OF CHANGE

After assessing crime and violence problems in the community, the next step is to design appropriate interventions that will best address these problems. Central to the project design process is the development of a logical framework called LogFrame, which is rooted in the CDCS Results Framework. LogFrame is a graphic representation of the development hypothesis behind a particular project. It identifies and presents cause-and-effect linkages between results at different levels and critical assumptions that must hold for the development hypothesis to lead to achieving the expected results.

A result or purpose is some measure of achievement or progress towards an objective or goal. As in results frameworks, causal links flow from different levels of results. Accomplishing results at lower levels of the intervention is important for accomplishing results at higher levels.

As Figure 8 shows, the project goal125 in the LogFrame is related to the development objective (DO) level in the CDCS. The outcome or project purpose is the aggregate result of the outputs to be achieved by the project. This outcome generally corresponds to one of the intermediate results (IR). The purpose should be stated as simply and clearly as possible, as it is the focal point for which a project team is responsible. The project then can identify sub-purposes, which may also correspond to the sub-IRs in the results framework. Once these purposes are defined, the next step in the design process is to identify the outputs and inputs that are necessary to accomplish the project’s purposes.

125 This should be the highest level result of the project and usually believed to be aspirational and beyond the manageable interests of a particular project.
IDENTIFYING THE OVERALL PROJECT GOAL AND PURPOSE

A community may experience many types of crime and violence at the same time. A crime and prevention program needs to clearly identify the specific type(s) of crime and violence that it seeks to address, as interventions will vary according to the nature of the problem. The diagnostic assessment should help program managers prioritize problems to be addressed.

Ideally, a crime and violence prevention program should be targeted to one or two priorities. Trying to do too much may contribute to a lack of focus and result in spreading resources too thinly. In addition, program implementers may have too much to manage and insufficient capacity to handle a broadly defined program. Identifying the main problem that a crime and violence prevention project seeks to address is an essential step in identifying and clearly articulating the project’s goal and expected results. It is critical to define the desired change, which may include a change in attitudes, behavior, and/or institutions and organizations.

A result is some measure of achievement of or progress towards an objective. Results should be described in the past tense and articulated as statements, not activities or processes. Perhaps most important, results should be measurable. They are also based on the overall program goal. For example,
Outputs and Inputs

**Outputs** are a tangible, immediate, and intended product or consequence of a project within USAID’s control. All outputs that are necessary and together sufficient to achieve the purpose should be identified.

**Inputs** are the tasks, processes, and resources that the project is expected to undertake or consume in order to produce outputs. All the inputs that are necessary and together sufficient to achieve the outputs should be identified. A complete identification of inputs is essential to preparing the budget estimate required prior to project approval.

Source: USAID, Program Cycle Overview, 2011.

---

if the project seeks to address increasing homicide rates affecting young people in El Salvador, then the overall goal of the project can be articulated as: “Homicide rates among youth in El Salvador reduced.” As mentioned, this goal is aspirational and depends on other factors above and beyond the project’s control. In contrast, the project’s purpose is the highest expected result for which managers can be held accountable; it is a result that should be feasible and attainable provided the expected outputs are achieved and the right inputs are provided. In this example, the purpose could be articulated as: “Fewer young individuals are engaged in gangs in targeted municipalities of El Salvador.” In this example, the purpose of the project is to change behaviors, but it may also seek to shift attitudes before it can achieve this behavioral change.

**ARTICULATING THE THEORY OF CHANGE**

The theory of change is a narrative accompanying the LogFrame. It is an explanation of why change is expected to occur as a result of a particular intervention. It articulates in a causal and logical manner how and why the interventions are expected to produce expected results. Results can be conceptualized at different levels over time; achievement of lower level results is often necessary before higher level results can be achieved. This has important consequences for the timing and sequence of project interventions. Theories of change should be within USAID manageable interests, meaning they should only include results that USAID can materially affect through its interventions. Theories of change should be articulated as causal processes expressed in IF-THEN statements.

The assessment of the situation and existing evidence should inform the theory of change. Of particular interest are similar interventions that have been successful elsewhere. In cases where the design entails an innovative approach and/or adaptations of existing interventions, it is important to explain why change is expected to occur and to justify this theory with available analytical research. The validity of the theory of change should be ultimately tested through an evaluation of the project’s performance.

Following our previous example, if the project’s purpose is to reduce the number of young individuals actively engaged in gangs in targeted municipalities in El Salvador, we would need to explain how this change is going to occur or what interventions will be used to accomplish this purpose. The latter requires successfully identifying and addressing the factors that lead young individuals to join gangs. The major assumptions underlying this theory of change is that gangs are responsible for a relatively large percentage of homicides and that individuals can choose whether or not to join or leave a gang. (In many communities throughout Central America, gangs do not give a choice to young individuals; people who refuse to join risk their life.126) While the project’s overall goal—reducing the rate of homicides—is beyond its control, the project will contribute toward this goal. The project also can demonstrate tangible and measurable results in its overall purpose.

---

In our example, the theory of change for a primary prevention intervention can be articulated as follows:

**IF youth in targeted communities become more aware of the risks of joining gangs; and**

**IF they are offered appropriate activities after school hours, and IF new employment opportunities are generated in the community,**

**THEN youth will be less attracted to joining gangs and the number of youth actively engaged in gangs will be reduced.**

A secondary prevention project, on the other hand could be articulated as:

**IF middle school students who are failing and frequently absent from school are offered remedial education programs; and IF these students and their families strengthen family ties through psychological support; and IF these students have greater opportunities to continue with high school education,**

**THEN they will be less predisposed to joining gangs and the number of youth actively engaged in gangs will be reduced.**

Finally, a tertiary prevention project could be articulated as:

**IF young crime offenders receive adequate psychological assistance, and**

**IF they improve their life and technical skills, and IF opportunities are created to employ these individuals,**

**THEN they will be less inclined to return to gang activity and continue to be actively engaged in criminal activity.**

A well-articulated theory of change should help program managers identify the target groups, the level of intervention, the specific geographic areas where the project will focus its activities, and the timeframe required for interventions to affect expected changes in knowledge, attitudes, and/or behaviors.

**TARGETING INTERVENTIONS**

**Geographic Location**

When considering the geographic level of intervention, program managers should consider several questions:

- **Where are crime and violence concentrated? Why are they concentrated there?** For example, do the majority of crimes occur in a few lawless neighborhoods, in newly settled areas with few basic services, or along a drug-trafficking route?

- **Are there existing relationships or potential partnerships that would contribute to the success of the program?** For example, might private-sector companies agree to participate in a job training program for youth? Has the police chief or mayor championed prevention?

- **Does the host government or the donor community have complementary national or foreign policy interests?** For example, does the government want to target prevention programs in areas where there has been weak state presence to improve the rule of law in those areas? Or does the U.S. Embassy want to target prevention programs to communities from which migrants originate because of insecurity?

Annex E provides examples of crime and violence prevention interventions that can be introduced at the municipal level.
Target Groups
Once the focus areas are defined, it is important to identify the target groups that will benefit from the intervention. These might include victims, crime targets, or offenders. A program might also target a particular community or neighborhood. Program managers should consider the following questions.

- What kind of prevention is most appropriate for the local context: primary, secondary, and/or tertiary? (For example, if a neighborhood is at-risk of crime and violence based on demographic and communal risk factors, then program managers may choose to employ primary and secondary prevention interventions. If a neighborhood already has significant gang presence, then tertiary and secondary prevention interventions may be more appropriate.)
- What is within the manageable interest of the program?
- Are there other host country assets and/or donor focus on the area?

Target Institutions
The project may target specific institutions that need to be strengthened. Program managers should consider the following questions:

- Are there any specific policy/institutional reforms that need to be introduced at the national level to be able to implement the project?
- Are there institutions or organizations providing services that need to be strengthened?
- Is the project engaging local government officials who should be brought on board?
- Is the project collaborating with local police officers who should be engaged? If so, how can the police be engaged in a prevention program?

IDENTIFY POTENTIAL PARTNERS AND CHAMPIONS
Meeting with local groups and organizations can help to identify possible partners to involve in the crime and violence prevention project. Bringing local stakeholders together for conversations regarding these issues helps to understand what their main concerns are and what skills they can bring to the table. Communicating and establishing relations with likely partners can help to:

- Create publicity around the program/project;
- Broaden the forum to include a bigger range of interest groups;
- Allow the program/project to reflect the views of the fullest range of interest groups;
- Review debate around the main crime and violence problems;

127 In some communities discussing violence can be an extremely sensitive topic. People may be reluctant to acknowledge the existence of high risk groups in their communities for fear of being stigmatized as a violent community or worse, afraid of suffering reprisals from criminal groups who threaten anyone perceived to disrupt or impinge on their operations. Program managers should first explore whether these topics can be discussed safely and what measures should be taken to protect stakeholders and allow them to discuss difficult topics more candidly.
• Ensure support for the program/project and assess conditions to continue project activities after its completion;

• Identify who can help;

• Link local stakeholders to national level actors and processes;

• Identify gaps in the program/project; and

• Allow for a participatory approach to formalize and strengthen this process.

**ESTABLISH A REALISTIC FUNDING LEVEL AND TIMELINE**

After the target group, geographic location, and project activities have been defined, it is important to estimate the resources that will be needed to implement the project and develop a budget that clearly outlines expenditures. If resources are limited or are insufficient to implement the project as conceived, program managers need to narrow the focus, reduce the geographic coverage, and/or reduce the number of beneficiaries.

It is important to ensure at the outset that the implementing partner has the necessary skills and knowledge to complete the tasks, the project’s period of performance is sufficient, and the level of funding is adequate. A timeline is a critical implementation tool. Program managers will need to allocate a specific length of time for each activity. Some activities will run concurrently; others cannot begin until previous tasks have been completed. Ensure that there is sufficient time for each activity and then use this information to determine the length of time for the entire project.

The timeline should include interim dates for activities and tasks to be completed. Ongoing monitoring can help ensure that the project stays on track. If there are unforeseen problems, the timeline should be revised to illustrate the impact.

The time that various activities will take has consequences for the costs of the project. Scheduling is therefore seen simultaneously as a project planning, budget, and monitoring tool.

**5.3 PHASE 3: ESTABLISHING A MONITORING AND EVALUATION PLAN**

A crime and violence prevention project should contain a monitoring and evaluation plan that describes the objective(s) of the project, explains the theory of change behind the intervention, and outlines the critical conditions needed for the project to succeed. The monitoring and evaluation plan also articulates the expected results to be achieved, the indicators to measure these

---

**Objectives and Results**

A project should have broad **objectives**. Examples include:

- Making the community safer
- Reducing the fear of crime
- Reducing property crime
- Reducing the incidence of violence
- Reducing the impact of crime on vulnerable groups.

The project’s **expected results** should be more narrowly defined and measurable. For example, they can be articulated as:

- Domestic burglaries in a specified area reduced by 20 percent
- Trust in the police increased by 10 percent
- The number of domestic violence cases reported to the police or other authorities increased
- School dropout rates reduced.

Achieving expected results contributes to achieving the overall objective of the project.
results, and the timeline for the implementation of all the interventions.

Setting Objectives and Expected Results
Establishing clear, measurable objectives makes it possible to assess at a later stage whether the project was successful in achieving desired results. The objectives should specify who should do how much of what, where it should occur, and by when.

Objectives are expressed in statements that begin with verbs such as “Decrease…”, “Increase…”, “Change…” etc. The clearer and more specific they are, the easier it will be to select the appropriate activities to achieve them.

Desired results can be expressed in future tense, for example: “Life skills of at risk youth improved.” or “Perceptions of fear in the community decreased.”

When formulating the targets and results, program managers and implementers should work closely with beneficiaries, communities, authorities, and other stakeholders to understand what they consider success for the program. It is also important to determine what is realistic based on the community’s characteristics and resources. As much as possible, program managers need to consider and accommodate the potential impact of events beyond the program’s control, as well as the impact of program activities on other aspects of a community.

INDICATORS FOR CRIME AND VIOLENCE PREVENTION PROJECTS
Like any other intervention, crime and violence prevention projects should be monitored and evaluated at different result levels. Depending on what the objective of a particular intervention is, indicators should be identified to measure outputs, results directly related to the intervention, and outcomes, defined here as higher-level results that are the consequence and only indirectly related to the specific intervention. For example, a crime prevention project seeking to increase security in an area may increase the number of police patrols. The output of the project can be articulated as increased police presence in a particular area; the expected outcome is increased security. Indicators will need to be defined for these different levels of results.

Table 1 offers some illustrative examples of different outputs and outcomes of crime and violence prevention projects. A list of standardized indicators developed by the IDB to measure results of crime and violence prevention projects is provided in Annex F.

Table 1: Examples of Outputs and Outcomes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Output</th>
<th>Outcome</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Community police officers operational/visible policing increased by 50 percent by end of fiscal year</td>
<td>Reduction of muggings by 20 percent Reduction in fear of crime</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security locks fitted on 100 percent of houses in [defined area] by [date]</td>
<td>A 20 percent reduction in burglary in [defined area]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domestic violence referral network created and leaflets distributed to all households by [date]</td>
<td>Victims of spouse abuse are more prepared to report incident to police services.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Output indicators measure the direct results of the intervention, a tangible accomplishment. They can be used to assess whether the planned activity was carried out. In the example in Table 2, the performance indicator to measure increased levels of security patrols in a specific area is the number of security officers deployed in the area as documented in police records. The indicator measures achievement of the planned
activity, but it does not measure a change of behavior or performance, namely, whether greater police presence increased security in the area. That is instead measured by the outcome indicator, in this example a reduction of crime rates in the neighborhood.

Table 2: Examples of Outputs and Performance Indicators

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outputs</th>
<th>Performance Indicators</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Increase levels of security patrols in [defined area]</td>
<td>Average daily deployment, as shown on duty rosters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Train and equip community police officers</td>
<td>Number of community police officers trained who pass a test and carry equipment while on-duty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fit security locks</td>
<td>Number of locks fitted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Create domestic violence shelter</td>
<td>Domestic violence shelter in operation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distribute leaflets on domestic violence</td>
<td>Records kept by mailing contractor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outreach workers to counsel youths about risks of substance abuse</td>
<td>Number of contacts made Number of information packs given</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Police trained in new police surveillance skills</td>
<td>Percentage of police officers who pass a post-training test</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Examples of Outcomes and Performance Indicators

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcome</th>
<th>Performance Indicators</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reduced burglary</td>
<td>Crime survey burglary rates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Burglary rates recorded by the police</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Attempted burglary rates recorded by police</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Level of expenditure on repairs to local government owned property</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Insurance claim rates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Self-reported offending rates by known burglars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduction in violence using knives, guns, etc.</td>
<td>Recorded rates for injuries/homicides caused by guns/knives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Incidents of knife/gun attacks in hospital records</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number of seizures of illegal weapons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lowered fear of crime in public open space system</td>
<td>Rates of fear of crime measured through surveys</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Levels and types of street activity measured through observation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improved quality of victim support and response to victims of crime</td>
<td>Rates of satisfaction as measured through victim surveys</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Levels of police complaints</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Information from local community police</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There are several challenges to designing and implementing an effective crime and violence prevention program. First, gathering baseline data that are reliable and comparable for future use is not always easy or economical, particularly since crime reporting patterns and practices may change over time. In many countries, accurate, reliable, and comprehensive crime data are unavailable or varies by agency.
Replicating approaches that have worked elsewhere should be done with care because conditions in the target area may be different. Analysis of the country context; the incentives and motivations of stakeholders; and the political will for reform should be conducted as part of project design.

Finally, it is important to note that violence and crime patterns may change for reasons unrelated to the specific project. The implementation of new law enforcement initiatives, changes in drug trafficking routes, or new disputes between gangs or organized crime entities are just a few of the myriad examples of things that may impact crime and violence rates. It is extremely difficult to prove that improvements in crime or violence rates are attributable to prevention efforts. This is why it is critical to define clear and measurable indicators for the expected projects results.

**5.4 PHASE 4: MONITORING AND EVALUATION**

Monitoring and evaluation must be planned early on in the strategy design process. The monitoring and evaluation process begins during the assessment process and the selection of the focus areas when information about crime and violence is first gathered. This information helps to establish baseline data that can later be used to assess project effectiveness. If an impact evaluation is planned for a particular activity, it should be considered during the design phase because it requires statistical criteria that will allow for a randomized control trial.

**DISTINGUISHING BETWEEN MONITORING AND EVALUATION**

Monitoring and evaluation are closely related and are usually planned concurrently. Although the terms are sometimes used interchangeably, they have different purposes and goals.

**Monitoring** is an ongoing process that focuses on ongoing project activities. Monitoring determines how closely the project work plan is conducted and how well program activities are implemented. Monitoring uses routine data to measure progress and make revisions on project implementation. It is an internal activity to track project’s performance.

**Evaluation** measures the project’s performance at set points of time, usually at midterm and/or completion. The purpose of evaluation is to assess the extent to which a project has achieved predetermined outcome-oriented objectives. Evaluation focuses on outputs and outcomes, including unintended effects.

A project evaluation often involves value judgments about the project’s achievements of its expected results and the extent to which these results can be attributed to the implementation of project’s activities. Evaluations are generally conducted to answer the “why” question behind monitoring.

---

128 This section concentrates on the unique issues related to monitoring and evaluating citizen security, crime, and violence-related projects. For more detailed general information about monitoring and evaluating projects, refer to USAID Evaluation Policy (January 2011) and other online sources of expert advice on designing project evaluations.

A specific type of evaluation is a **performance evaluation**. Performance evaluations focus on descriptive and normative questions: what a particular project or program has achieved (either at an intermediate point in execution or at the conclusion of an implementation period); how it is being implemented; how it is perceived and valued; whether expected results are occurring; and other questions that are pertinent to program design, management and operational decision making. Performance evaluations often incorporate before-and-after comparisons, but they generally lack a rigorously defined counterfactual.\(^{130}\)

In the case of crime and violence interventions, performance evaluations can assess whether a project was well designed and based on a solid theory of change that explains the causal relationship between a specific intervention and the reduction of crime and violence; assess the relevance and adequacy of interventions for the particular context; explain whether or not the program was successful in achieving its expected results and why; explain implementation challenges and extract lessons learned and recommendations for further programming.

Performance evaluations may use qualitative and quantitative methodologies to collect data. A mixed method evaluation that combines qualitative and quantitative methodologies is often required to answer one or more evaluation questions. Using mixed methods also has the advantage of triangulating information and increasing the validity of findings. Mixed method evaluations may use different data collection methods including structured observations, key informant interviews, focus groups, pre-and post-project surveys, analysis of project monitoring and evaluation plans, and document reviews. (See USAID TIPS for conducting Mixed Method Evaluations).

Performance evaluations can be internal, external, or participatory. Internal evaluations are conducted by people within the organization, and external evaluations by people outside the organization. Participatory evaluations engage external evaluators with representatives of donor agencies and stakeholders to design carry out and interpret evaluation results. The relative advantages and disadvantages of each of these approaches are discussed in the box below.

\(^{130}\) United States Agency for International Development Evaluation Policy, 2011.
Internal, External, and Participatory Evaluations

Internal evaluators usually know more about a program, project, or policy than do outsiders. They understand the history, organization, culture, people involved, and problems and successes. Although this may be an advantage, internal evaluators may be so close to the program, project, or policy that they cannot see it clearly or objectively. As a result, evaluators may be unable to recognize solutions or changes that others may see. Internal evaluators also may be subject to pressure or influence from program decision makers.

External evaluators may have more credibility and lend the perception of objectivity to an evaluation as they are independent from the administration and financial decisions about the program. An external evaluation is not a guarantee of independent and credible results, however, particularly if the consultants have prior program ties. In some cases, external consultants may be overly accommodating.

Participatory evaluation is a form of evaluation where the distinction between experts and laypersons, researchers and subjects is deemphasized or redefined. Evaluators act as facilitators helping others make the assessment. These evaluations may have similar disadvantages as internal evaluations, but they may prove useful for learning purposes.


Another type of evaluation is an impact evaluation. Impact evaluations measure the change in a development outcome that is attributable to a defined intervention. Based on models of cause and effect, impact evaluations require a credible, rigorously defined counterfactual to control for external factors that might account for the observed change. Impact evaluations that enable comparisons between beneficiaries randomly assigned to either a treatment or a control group provide the strongest evidence of a relationship between the intervention and outcome measured.\(^\text{131}\) These evaluations allow analysts to assess what the outcome would have been had the intervention not taken place. Ideally, impact evaluations start at the beginning of a project, when baseline data are gathered for later comparison. Data can then be gathered at project midpoints and completion.

5.5 STATE OF CITIZEN SECURITY EVALUATION IN LAC

In Latin America and the Caribbean, and particularly in the Northern Triangle, “the evidence-informed movement is still in its infancy.”\(^\text{132}\) Indeed, very few crime and violence prevention projects have been subjected to rigorous evaluation. It is indeed paradoxical that in a region where crime and violence have escalated to epidemic levels, there is a dearth of knowledge on what works and what does not.

One of the few publicly available performance evaluations from the region uses qualitative and quantitative methodologies to evaluate the effectiveness of two youth programs: A Ganar and the Caribbean Youth Empowerment Program.\(^\text{133}\) Another example is a study that compared the results of 15 USAID-funded crime prevention interventions in three northern Mexican states in 2014.\(^\text{134}\)

Impact evaluations of crime and violence prevention projects can assess the attribution of specific interventions in reducing violence, and as such, they can generate robust evidence on what works and what does not. Yet, as Abt and Winship show in their meta-review including more than 1,400 studies, most of the causal evidence demonstrating the effectiveness of interventions in reducing violence originates in high-income countries. Recent systematic research of literature of crime and violence prevention interventions in 33 Latin American and Caribbean countries found only 18 impact evaluations

\(^{131}\) Ibid.


\(^{133}\) United States Agency for International Development, 2013, Eastern and Southern Caribbean Youth Assessment.

\(^{134}\) United States Agency for International Development, 2014, “Pillar IV Assessment.”
of youth violence prevention projects, nine of which were unpublished. Most of the impact evaluations were undertaken in Brazil, Chile, Colombia, and Jamaica, not the most violent countries.\textsuperscript{135}

USAID recently commissioned LAPOP to conduct a rigorous impact evaluation of crime and violence prevention projects in four Central American countries. This evaluation demonstrated a positive impact of USAID-funded, community-based prevention projects in Guatemala, Honduras, Panama, and El Salvador, but it is impossible to assess which projects were more successful and why. The evaluation assessed several community based interventions implemented in control areas, which were selected using randomized criteria.\textsuperscript{136}

**THE IMPORTANCE OF EVALUATING PREVENTION PROJECTS**

Crime and violence prevention in international contexts is a relatively young field. Program managers should experiment to find the best mix of interventions to address local contexts and then measure results and share evaluations with others working in the field. Like any evaluation, the evaluation of crime and violence prevention interventions should rely on the best methods possible to respond to the evaluation questions.

Well-conducted evaluations that demonstrate a program’s success or provide lessons to improve future implementation help stakeholders make the case for prevention as a fundamental part of citizen security. Rigorously conducted evaluations can increase opportunities for prevention funding, and develop champions for prevention approaches within the U.S. and LAC governments. Like in other development fields, evaluation of prevention projects enhances learning and accountability. Demonstrating what works, what does not, and why some strategies work better than others is essential for accountability and also allows USAID officials to learn from implementation experiences in order to improve the design of future projects.


ANNEX A: CRIME AND VIOLENCE IN LATIN AMERICA AND THE CARIBBEAN

In the Latin America and Caribbean (LAC) region, the violence that affect most countries is to interpersonal violence (including family, intimate partner, and neighborhood disputes) perpetrated by gangs, drug-trafficking organizations, and/or by unorganized groups (such as random killings resulting from street fights, causal robberies that end violently, opportunistic crimes, etc.). During the 1980s and early 1990s, on the other hand, Colombia, Guatemala, Nicaragua, and El Salvador experienced cases of collective violence. In Colombia, the high rate of homicides during the 1980s was linked to the conflict among guerrillas, paramilitary organizations, and the military. Similarly, in Guatemala, Nicaragua, and El Salvador, high levels of violence during most of the 1980s and 1990s were caused by bloody civil wars between left-leaning organizations and authoritarian governments supported by the military. Although the region has made significant progress with transitions to democratic government, an end to civil wars, and the prospect of a peace agreement in Colombia, political violence has not completely ended. Assassinations of politicians, electoral candidates, judicial officials, and political activists continue across the region, due in part to land disputes in Peru and Brazil and to party activism in Honduras and Mexico.

Some countries in the LAC region have experienced rapid increases in crime and violence, while the crime rates in others have remained stable. In Mexico, a relatively peaceful country until 2006, a crime epidemic began after former President Felipe Calderon decided to wage a “war on drugs” and confronted drug trafficking organizations. Although for years Mexico was an important transiting distributor of illegal drugs entering the United States, the powerful cartels that dominated the transit routes did not generate high levels of violence. As drug dealers had monopolistic control over their territories and these lines were well defined, violence was controlled. The government’s war on drugs upset the status quo, and criminal organizations fighting over transit corridors and territory has contributed to extremely high homicide rates in some parts of Mexico.

Belize and Panama are not significant narcotics producers but in recent years have also become the major transit countries for illegal drugs moving from South America to the United States. Despite the fact that Panama is a major transit point for the international drug trade, it has been relatively unaffected by drugs, crime, violence, or gangs, although the situation has worsened in recent years.

The Caribbean routes that had been favored shifted to Central America in the 1990s following strong sea and air interdiction efforts in the Caribbean. Evidence suggests that Caribbean drug trafficking may once again be on the rise. Honduras and Guatemala are the most heavily affected by illicit trafficking. In Honduras this is likely due to the easy sea and air access to the coast and land access between Honduras and Mexico. Guatemala’s advantages for drug traffickers also include the remote regions bordering Mexico.

Violent urban youth gangs are exacerbating the citizen security problem in Honduras, Guatemala, and El Salvador, possibly increasing their involvement in the drug trade. El Salvador is not a major transit country, but it is seen as a safe haven for narco-dollars. Nicaragua and Costa Rica, on the other hand, have been less affected by crime, violence, and drug trafficking. Although there is a lack of clear evidence...
as to why, some experts suggest it may be due to better-performing police forces and, in the case of Costa Rica, a better-performing justice sector.

The countries of the Caribbean region, with the possible exceptions of Jamaica and the Dominican Republic, display very different characteristics from Central America and Mexico. By and large, they have stable, democratic governments and a history of respect for the rule of law. The islands have been used as major transit stops for illegal drugs coming out of northern South America by sea and air. The drug trade had abated due to strong interdiction efforts but appears to be increasing once again. Youth unemployment also has contributed to an increase in domestic drug consumption. A rise in violent crime rates also is of concern. Homicide rates are on average considerably lower than in Central America, but they are going up at a worrisome rate, and St. Kitts, Nevis, and Trinidad and Tobago have rates comparable to the Central America. Jamaica has reasonably good human development and consistently improving stable democratic governance nonetheless has an extremely high murder rate, fueled in large part by drug trafficking. A gang culture extolling violent behavior and heavy firearms use has taken root, especially in marginalized urban areas. Criminal organizations in marginalized urban areas have longstanding ties to the leading political parties, which use them to enforce electoral loyalty and protect corrupt practices. The Dominican Republic also has been used in drug trafficking for many years. The generally improved interdiction of the movement of drugs through the Caribbean had reduced interest in the Dominican Republic as a transit country, but signs point to an effort by traffickers to reestablish earlier routes. Non-drug-related youth violence and crime also represents a citizen security challenge, and homicide levels and gang presence are increasing. Corruption is thought to have infected the police at high levels, and the Dominican Republic continues to be a transit point for arms trafficking.
## Annex B: Matrix of Evidence-Based Crime and Violence Prevention Interventions, According to Risk Level and Prevention Level

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Risk level</th>
<th>Primary prevention</th>
<th>Secondary prevention</th>
<th>Tertiary prevention</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Individual level | Early child development and preschool enrichment programs for at-risk children  
Parenting training  
Job training combined with life skills and internships (comprehensive job training programs)  
School-based programs that help students develop social, emotional, and behavioral skills to build positive relationships (Programs providing information about drug) | Providing incentives for youth at high risk for violence to complete secondary schooling  
Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (like Becoming a Man program in Chicago)  
Academic enrichment programs for those at-risk of dropping out | Drug courts  
Cognitive Behavioral Therapy  
Focus deterrence  
Cure Violence  
Hot Spots Policing  
Aggression Replacement Training (ART)  
Rehabilitation of firearm victims (Scare Straight programs. Probation and parole programs that include meetings with prison inmates) |

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Relationship level</th>
<th>Cure Violence</th>
<th>Focus deterrence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mentoring programs that pair youth with caring adults</td>
<td>Court protection orders for intimate partner violence victims</td>
<td>Cure Violence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Targeting incentives to mother to keep child in school</td>
<td>Alternative dispute resolution programs</td>
<td>Shelters for victims of domestic violence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family therapy</td>
<td>(Gang membership prevention/intervention programs—providing education and employment opportunities to youth at risk of becoming involved in gangs)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training in parenting skills</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home-school partnerships programs to promote parental involvement</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Peer mediation or peer counseling)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community Level</td>
<td>Providing equivalency education and diploma programs</td>
<td>Prison-based drug rehab programs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Situational prevention/neighborhood upgrading/beautification programs (including CPTED)</td>
<td>Community policing</td>
<td>(Reactive arrests)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community policing</td>
<td>Directed patrols</td>
<td>(Trying young offenders in adult courts)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creating safe routes for children on their way to and from school or other community activities</td>
<td>(Gun buy-back programs)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improving school settings, including teacher practices, school policies, and security</td>
<td>(Citizen patrols)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Providing after-school programs to extend adult supervision</td>
<td>(Random patrols)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extra-curricular activities</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive youth development programs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Life skills training</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training health care workers to identify and refer youths at high risk for violence</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community policing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reducing the availability</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Providing equivalency education and diploma programs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community policing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directed patrols</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Gun buy-back programs)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Citizen patrols)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Random patrols)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**abuse such as DARE**

**describing the brutality of prison life**

**(Trying youth offenders in adult courts)**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>and increasing price of alcohol</th>
<th>National youth service</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Societal Level**

- De-concentration of poverty
- Reducing income inequality
- Reducing media violence
- Public information/media campaigns disseminating information about risks and consequences of violent behavior; drug abuse; information on mediation and other non-violent conflict resolution resources available in the community.
- Enforcing laws prohibiting illegal transfers of guns to youth

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Legislation restricting concealed carrying of firearms</th>
<th>Laws that reduce children’s access to firearms</th>
<th>Restorative justice</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Regulating sales of alcohol</td>
<td>Raising alcohol prices</td>
<td>Setting up trauma systems for rapid response and rehabilitation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mandatory reporting laws for child abuse and abuse of the elderly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Laws establishing procedures for handling cases of sexual violence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Implementing disarmament and demobilization programs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### ANNEX C: POTENTIAL SOURCES FOR CRIME AND VIOLENCE DATA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DATA CATEGORY</th>
<th>POTENTIAL DATA SOURCE</th>
<th>EXAMPLES OF COLLECTED INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mortality</td>
<td>Death certificates, vital statistics, death, time, place and location of medical examiners or coroners</td>
<td>Individual characteristics, cause of registries, reports from mortuaries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morbidity and health-related</td>
<td>Hospital, clinical, and medical records</td>
<td>Disease, injuries, physical or mental health information, circumstances of injury, injury severity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-reported</td>
<td>Surveys, focus groups, media</td>
<td>Attitudes, beliefs and practices, victimization and perpetration, exposure to violence in community and the home, risk behavior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community-based</td>
<td>Demographic records, local government records, community consultations</td>
<td>Population counts, income levels, educational levels, unemployment rates, community perceptions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criminal</td>
<td>Police records, judiciary records, prison records, crime laboratories</td>
<td>Offense type, characteristics of offenders, circumstances of event, characteristics of victims</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economic/social</td>
<td>Institutional or agency records, special studies</td>
<td>Health expenditures, use of services, access to health care, costs of treatments, personal and household income, distribution of income</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policy or legislative</td>
<td>Government and legislative records</td>
<td>Laws, decrees, institutional policies and practices</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ANNEX D: ASSESSING THE PHYSICAL AND SOCIAL CHARACTERISTICS OF A POTENTIAL TARGET AREA

Information about the physical and social features of the target area is critical in analyzing and understanding the causes and contributors of crime and violence. It also helps in designing crime and violence prevention programs that take into account the particular characteristics of the community and its physical environment.

Physical Characteristics

Information about physical characteristics is particularly useful for designing situational crime prevention projects, including CPTED interventions. The main physical characteristics that should be assessed during the diagnostic phase include:

- **Population density.** Areas with high population density and overcrowded conditions often have higher crime rates.

- **Neighborhood layout and housing types.** Factors such as zoning for allocating land for specific uses, layout of neighborhoods, the type of housing, and the size of plots can affect crime rates. Improvised dwellings in informal settlements are often easier to break into and harder to secure with burglar bars or door locks. Large plots or small holdings reduce the number of pedestrians using the streets, meaning there are fewer “eyes” on the street.

- **Image and infrastructure.** Graffiti, garbage, broken windows, and neglected yards create an impression that an area is unsafe and may mean that residents will be less interested in improving the area where they live. It is important to take note of what parts of the community are electrified and have infrastructure and services. Poor street lighting may encourage criminality; a lack of infrastructure and services makes people more vulnerable to crime.

- **Transport routes.** The layout and nature of roads and railway lines can provide opportunities for crime and hinder crime prevention efforts. Highways bring non-resident traffic and provide easy routes for criminals to enter and escape from an area.

- **Vacant land and houses.** Large areas of vacant or underdeveloped land are often poorly maintained and provide opportunities for crime, render people walking in these areas vulnerable to attack, and make police patrol more difficult. Vacant houses are sometimes used by criminal groups for drug sales or other criminal activities.

- **Commercial and industrial facilities.** Certain types of business may attract or facilitate crime. Pawnshops, for instance, may provide an easy way to sell stolen goods shortly after committing a crime, while rental storage units provide a place to hide stolen merchandise until it is safe to unload it.
Social Characteristics
Social characteristics are important because crime and violence affect people in different ways throughout the community. Important social factors to consider include:

- **Age.** Age can be an important factor in understanding and anticipating crime levels in the area. Changes in crime levels in the United States have been linked to the number of people between the ages of 15 and 24—the largest pool of offenders.

- **Gender.** Women are more vulnerable to certain types of crime, such as domestic violence and sexual assault. Young men are most at risk of other violent crimes and are more likely to commit crime.

- **Socioeconomic status.** Poverty and unemployment are associated with crime and need to be considered in designing prevention activities.

- **Income inequality.** High levels of crime and violence are often linked to high levels of economic inequality. In many Latin American and Caribbean cities, rich and poor people live side by side. This is often where crime is highest.

- **Youth activities.** Many types of crimes and violence are committed by young unemployed adults and adolescents. It is important to find out what recreational, sports, and social facilities exist and whether there are any organizations to which young people can belong. Schools may also provide activities and may be involved in crime and violence reduction activities such as raising awareness or providing aftercare facilities.

- **Communication and participation in community activities.** It will be easier to implement crime and violence prevention programs in communities where there is good communication among residents and high levels of participation in local organizations and activities. Neighborhood watch programs and street or block committees indicate that people are willing to participate in crime and violence prevention activities.

- **Security of tenure and length of occupancy.** Crime tends to be higher in communities where there is a high degree of change of occupancy or property. Residents who rent may have less interest in securing their communities than do homeowners, as do those who live in a community temporarily rather than settling long-term. Different types of land tenure can affect the ability and inclination of residents to invest in their houses. Rapid turnover of housing also affects the social cohesion of the community.

Setting Priorities
Crime and violence prevention projects are most likely to succeed if they focus on a small number of manageable problems. That allows projects to target interventions where they are most needed and are most likely to succeed.

Setting priorities may mean choosing between several serious crime or violence problems and among geographical areas that are equally affected by crime and violence. The following criteria can be used to prioritize:

Severity of crime and violence
- **Volume:** how much crime and violence occurs
- **Rate:** which problems have the highest rates of occurrence
- **Risk:** which problems pose the greatest risk to the community
• **Rate of change:** which problems are increasing the fastest
• **Fear and concern:** which problems people are most concerned about
• **Injury:** which problems lead to the most physical harm
• **Cost:** problems associated with the highest dollar loss
• **System response:** problems that the system deals with least effectively
• **Community Assets:** problems that communities may be able to deal with most effectively
• **Reduction potential:** which problems will be easiest to prevent.

**Geographic areas which are most affected**
It is important to identify the places, or “hot spots,” where specific crimes are most likely to occur. If an analysis shows that certain parts of the community are more prone to crime and violence, this may affect the decision to prioritize these areas for crime and violence prevention interventions.

**Characteristics of victims and targets at high risk**
It is important to identify factors such as the age, gender, ethnicity, and occupation of the victim; the type and location of home or business establishment; and the type and make of stolen property. There may be information about the extent of repeat victimization (whether people are victim of a crime more than once). Also consider which crimes victims tend to fear the most and why. Such characteristics can help to identify which type of interventions may be most appropriate in a particular crime and violence prevention strategy. For instance, elderly victims need to be offered different solutions than those offered to school children. Similarly, assaults on strangers require different approaches than domestic assaults.

**Categories of most-likely offenders**
Information about offender characteristics is particularly important for social development programs that are directed toward changing offenders or preventing potential offenders. Many programs neglect to target offenders; a mistake that can reduce the effectiveness of a crime and violence prevention strategy.
Focus area 1: Reducing youth related crime and violence
- Develop evening sports and recreational programs at local schools
- Make schools crime and violence free environments
- Enforce laws relating to under-age drinking and sale of alcohol to minors
- Develop school completion and business development program for at-risk youth
- Keeps schools open later with supervision for pupils
- Train teachers to recognize child abuse
- Develop parenting programs: single-parent support and training opportunities
- Ensure children with learning difficulties continue at school
- Support pre-school activities

Focus area 2: Reducing domestic violence
- Develop and run a shelter in a neighboring town and provide a job-placement service
- Develop a school-based sensitivity program
- Provide victim counseling services through primary healthcare workers
- Provide counseling services for abusive partners
- Design community norms and attitudes programs
- Restrict the sale of alcohol and supervise bars
- Train residents on available resources and how to support victims and witnesses, referrals for perpetrators

Focus area 3: Developing internal crime and violence prevention capacity in the community:
- Train 50 residents in crime and violence prevention
- Initiate a functional planning process to increase community violence prevention activities
- Initiate a quarterly meeting of community leaders and government representatives to discuss integrating crime and violence prevention programs
- Agree on priorities with all departments and ensure that they are included in strategic work plans and budgets.

ANNEX F: INTER-AMERICAN DEVELOPMENT BANK’S REGIONAL SYSTEM OF STANDARDIZED INDICATORS FOR CITIZEN SECURITY AND VIOLENCE PREVENTION (SES)

In an effort to standardize indicators on crime and violence across countries in the LAC region, the IDB has created the Regional System of Standardized Indicators for Citizen Security and Violence Prevention (SES). The Regional system of standardized Indicators in peaceful coexistence and Citizen security (RIC) is a project through which 15 countries and two capital cities of Latin America and the Caribbean, have partnered to improve and compare their statistics on crime and violence. This initiative has been promoted and financed by the IDB through the Regional Public Goods program under the coordination and execution of CISALVA Institute at the Universidad del Valle in Cali, Colombia.

The citizen security indicators were designed, reviewed, and approved by the project’s partner countries, along with established definitions and methodologies for the standardizing of the collecting, processing and analyzing stages of the information flow in order to support the quality of the data published. These indicators were reviewed in various regional boards, resulting in the improvement of some of them and the selection of additional citizen security indicators. The indicators are obtained via administrative records and others via surveys. In order to ensure the comparability of the indicators, a standardization process of concepts relating to the variables of time, place, person and circumstance was developed. The standardization of the following citizen security indicators will enable countries that associate with the RIC to develop, implement and evaluate public policies for security, based on comparable and verifiable information for more effective joint actions across the region.

**Note:** The regional system of standardized Indicators for peaceful coexistence and citizen security is an ongoing effort that is just in its initial stages with some of the partner countries. Therefore, only the data that has undergone the project’s technical analysis and meets the standards has been published on the section Indicators.

1. Homicide rate per every 100,000 inhabitants.
2. Death rate by Traffic accidents per every 100,000 inhabitants.
3. Suicide rate per every 100,000 inhabitants older than 5 years of age.
4. Firearm death rate per every 100,000 inhabitants.
5. Complaint rate for sex crimes per every 100,000 inhabitants.
6. Rate of complaints of Intra-family/family/domestic Violence per every 100,000 inhabitants
7. Complaint rate for child and adolescent maltreatment for every 1000 individuals younger than 18 years of age.
8. Theft rate per every 100,000 inhabitants.
9. Robbery rate per every 100,000 inhabitants.
10. Rate of Automotive Theft and Robbery per every 10,000 vehicles registered.
11. Kidnapping rate per every 100,000 inhabitants.
12. Violation rate for driving while intoxicated by alcohol in people over 15 years.
15. Rate of criminal victimization in people older than 18 years of age.
16. Percentage of victimization due to Robbery, in people older than 18 years of age.
17. Percentage of victimization due to Theft, in people older than 18 years of age.
18. Percentage of people with perception of insecurity, in people older than 18 years of age.
19. Percentage of people with perception of risk, in people older than 18 years of age.
20. Percentage of people with perception of fear, in people older than 18 years of age.
21. Percentage of people who justify the use of violence, in people older 18 years of age.
22. Percentage of people with confidence in the institutions, in people older 18 years of age.
ANNEX G: REFERENCES

Note: The literature on citizen security is vast, especially in recent years; however, most studies refer to examples of work done in developed countries. Yet, an emerging body of research and reports is focusing on Mexico, Central America, and the Caribbean because of the acuteness of the crime and violence problems there.
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ANNEX H: USEFUL RESOURCES RELATED TO CRIME AND VIOLENCE PREVENTION

Crime Solutions
www.crimesolutions.gov

Blueprints for Violence Prevention
http://www.colorado.edu/cspv/blueprints

Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention
http://www.ojjdp.gov/

The Prevention Institute
http://www.preventioninstitute.org/

International Center for the Prevention of Crime
http://www.crime-prevention-intl.org

Inter-American Development Bank – Regional Systems of Indicators
http://www.seguridadyregion.com/

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention – Division of Violence Prevention
http://www.cdc.gov/violenceprevention/

European Forum for Urban Security
www.efus.eu

United National Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC)
www.unodc.org

World Bank – Citizen Security Program
www.worldbank.org/lacurbancrime

National League of Cities – Institute for Youth, Education, and Families
http://www.nlc.org/

Washington Office on Latin America
www.wola.org

Insight Crime
www.insightcrime

Woodrow Wilson Center
www.wilsoncenter.org
Chicago Crime Lab
https://crimelab.uchicago.edu/

U.S. Department of Justice – Office of Justice Programs
http://ojp.gov/programs/youthviolenceprevention.htm

International CPTED Association
http://www cpted net/

World Health Organization (WHO)
http://www.who.int/en/

Small Arms Survey
http://www.smallarmssurvey.org/
ANNEX I: LESSONS LEARNED FROM USAID/OFFICE OF TRANSITION INITIATIVES HONDURAS PROGRAM

The USAID/Office of Transition Initiatives (USAID/OTI) Honduras program is designed to reduce homicide and other violent crime and reduce illicit control in marginalized urban neighborhoods in the cities of Tegucigalpa, San Pedro Sula, La Ceiba, and Tela. All program activities are focused on the creation of low-tech and low-cost models of violence disruption that can be implemented by the Government of Honduras. USAID/OTI uses an iterative programming model, based on small grants, that allows for rapid feedback of lessons learned into the design of new activities.

Below is an annotated list of lessons learned from the USAID/OTI Honduras program that may be useful for practitioners in the field of crime and violence prevention:

- **A focus on change at the community and institutional level can lead to positive results in crime and violence prevention**

  A lack of state presence is one of the prime contributors to crime and violence in a community; the most violent areas of Honduran cities coincide with those areas where the state is least present and most distrusted. Efforts to build trust between state institutions and violent communities as a whole can begin to break down this distrust and reintroduce state institutions. This is best accomplished by involving communities in the process of determining what services they want, then assisting state institutions in providing those services, and subsequently aiding communities in holding the government accountable for what they have agreed to do.

- **Improvements in the built environment can lead to improvements in levels of crime and violence**

  Some physical improvements have direct impacts on security, such as street lighting installation and upgrades or public space rehabilitations that allow communities to reclaim spaces for positive community activities. Additionally, these projects can serve to increase community cohesion, if implemented through an inclusive process that increases the ability of the community (through legitimate community leaders) to advocate for itself and fight for its interests, which include improving security.

- **Within any violent community, there are residents who are willing to work to reduce violence**

  Those residents need skills, encouragement, and a reason to come together to take action in the face of high levels of crime and violence. Building their capacity to advocate for their communities and facilitating partnerships within communities and between communities and government institutions allows these willing residents to become active participants in reducing violence in their communities.
• An intensive focus on data and analysis, especially geographic, is critical

In violent urban environments, levels and dynamics of violence vary neighborhood by neighborhood, and even block by block. Constant monitoring of changing trends is critical to correctly target activities in the complex and shifting urban landscape.